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ABSTRACT 
 
The current study examined the desired characteristics of a ‘smart’ nightstand for 
higher and lower functioning older adults. Incorporating ‘smart’ technology into the 
housing environment of older adults has been identified as a key way to help aging-in-
place. Yet, little has been done to examine what older adults want and need in such 
‘smart’ technology. Twelve lower functioning and twenty higher functioning older adults 
were surveyed concerning their likes and needs on items and functions on a ‘smart’ 
nightstand. The concepts for a ‘smart’ nightstand were demonstrated with cardboard 
prototypes with which the participants could interact. Results showed that overall, both 
higher and lower functioning older adults rated items and functions higher on the like 
scale than on the need scale. Also, there were no significant differences between the 
ratings of higher and lower functioning older adults. Design principles were created from 
participants’ ratings to drive the next phase of design iterations. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
INTRODUCTION 
The aging population in the United States, Europe and parts of Asia is increasing. 
For example, in the U.S., by 2030, the number of people aged 65 and over will nearly 
double that from the year 2000 (Pollack, 2005). This marked change in population 
demographics is already placing a strain on elder care and support systems. Moreover, 
there is insufficient infrastructure and there is a shortage of workers to aid the aging 
population (Blythe, Monk, & Doughty, 2005; Scopelliti, Guiliani, & Fornara, 2005). 
Because assisted living may not be a viable option for many older adults in the future, the 
home may become the main environment in which older adults will need assistance 
(Forlizzi, DiSalvo, & Gemperle, 2004). To meet this demand, this will likely require 
technology and assistive devices to complement and, in some instances, replace 
caregivers (Agree & Freedman, 2000). Recently, there has been a surge in ‘smart’ 
technology focusing on elder care development. ‘Smart’ technology typically involves 
devices that can monitor and enhance living situations (Coughlin, D’Ambrosio, Reimer, 
& Pratt, 2007). It will be beneficial to attempt to use ‘smart’ technology to ensure that the 
environment in which older adults are aging best supports their changing lifestyle. 
According to Coughlin (1999), one of the most important requirements of this century 
will be how society responds to the needs and preferences of the increasing number of 
older adults. All too often technological design for home environments is targeted 
towards younger adults, whereas older adults are left out of product testing and 
evaluation (Harmo, Taipalus, Knuuttila, Vallet, & Halme, 2005). The current study aims 
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to assess the desired characteristics, specifically the wants and needs, of higher and lower 
functioning older adults in terms of a ‘smart’ nightstand to help propel future designs of 
‘smart’ furniture.  
The goal is to gather information from a wide variety of older adults to help drive 
the design process of a ‘smart’ nightstand that fulfills their likes and needs. The next 
sections focus on technology and aging today and how to address the problems and 
potentials for older adults. Another important aspect is the discussion of the design 
process and the importance of including end users in an iterative design process and 
finally outlining previous studies from our lab leading up to the current study.  
Aging-in-Place and Universal Design 
 
With the changing aging demographics, it is likely that more and more older 
adults will need to stay in their home for longer lengths of time (Crews & Zavotka, 
2006). Despite limitations in their home, research suggests that older adults prefer to age-
in-place (Perez, Fernandez-Mayoralas, Rivera, & Abuin, 2001). This concept refers to 
elders living independently within their homes as long as possible, rather than moving to 
institutional settings (Callahan, 1992; Cook, 2005; Cutchin, 2003; Mihailidis, 
Carmichael, Boger, & Fernie, 2003; Mynatt, Essa, & Rogers, 2000; Norazizan, Rosnah, 
Aizan, Lina, & Rizal, 2006; Rioux, 2005). Unfortunately, the home environment in which 
older adults age is typically not suitable for their changes in physical functioning over 
time, but being able to stay in their own home gives older adults a sense of independence 
and control (Belchior, 2005), and a sense of safety and support (Newell, 2003).   
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To facilitate aging-in-place, it is important to re-think the environment in which 
older adults live. Universal design is an important concept that has risen as a potential aid 
to aging-in-place. According to Newell (2003), universal design aims to include a large 
variety of users throughout the design process (e.g., aging adults, people with injuries or 
disabilities, etc.), instead of just considering the needs of well functioning middle-aged 
adults. Demirbilek and Demirkan (2004) state that “there is a growing recognition that 
the physical environment can enhance or impede the independence and mobility of the 
elderly” (p. 369). Therefore, it is important to ensure that the home environment 
functions as a facilitator for successful aging, rather than a hindrance. Additionally, the 
majority of seniors living independently have no desire to move to a supported care 
environment and the desire to remain in one’s own home increases with age (Perez, 
Fernandez-Mayoralas, Rivera, & Abuin, 2001). Instead of attempting to accommodate 
the older adult to the environment, designers should have the environment accommodate 
the older adult; environments should be designed to aim to improve the capabilities and 
well being of the inhabitant (Crews & Zavotka, 2006). With the importance of the home 
environment, it is necessary to clearly understand what users feel they need in an 
environment. That is, what they determine essential for their daily life, as well as their 
‘likes’ or what they want, which may not be essential, but can enhance their lifestyle.   
Physical Functioning 
 Physical functioning is determined by the relationships of physiological capacity 
(e.g., muscle strength), physical performance (e.g., ability to use your physiological 
capacities in a way that optimizes physical function), and psychosocial factors (e.g., 
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motivation). All of these affect physical functioning (Cress, Buchner, Questad, Esselman, 
deLateur, & Schwartz, 1996). There are a variety of methods for assessing physical 
functioning, including self-report measures and interviews to assess impairment in terms 
of activities of daily living (ADLs).  ADLs are defined as the basic tasks people tend to 
conduct in their everyday life, such as bathing and dressing (Wiener, Hanley, Clark, & 
Van Nostrand, 1990). Unfortunately, many of these tools for measuring physical 
functioning have ceiling and/or floor effects depending upon the functional status of the 
older adult (Cress, 1997; Cress et al., 1996). The Continuous Scale Physical Functioning 
Performance test (CS-PFP) requires participants to perform actual tasks and does not 
have either ceiling or floor effects (Cress, 1997). 
The CS-PFP involves participants performing ten tasks of daily living: carrying a 
pot, donning and removing a jacket, shelf reach, floor sweep, two laundry tasks (putting 
clothes in a washing machine and taking clothes out of a dryer), picking up scarves from 
the floor, sitting down and standing up from the floor, stair climb, grocery carry task and 
a six minute walk task. These ten tasks test five domains of physical functioning: upper 
body strength, lower body strength, balance and coordination, flexibility, and endurance 
(see Figure 1.1). The tasks are performed using a standardized procedure, but in the 
participants preferred manner under their own safe maximum level. Tasks are scored 
based upon task completion time, weight carried, and distance traveled.    
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Figure 1.1: Ten Tasks Completed during the CS-PFP as well as the Different Domains 
 
The test has been validated against other physiological measures of physical 
functioning (Cress et al., 1996) and has face validity for younger and older participants 
(Logan, Brooks, Gomer, & Cress, 2008). The CS-PFP generates an overall score and a 
score for each of the five domains between 0 and 100. The test developers have used 
other measures, such as grip strength and VO2 max to assess a threshold where 
participants falling below the threshold show a lower level of physical functioning, 
whereas participants scoring above the threshold have higher physical functioning (Cress 
& Meyer, 2003). While creating a report system for the CS-PFP to enable patients to see 
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their scores, an upper limit of 47 was set, indicating lower physical functioning, thus 
older adults scoring 47 or below are considered lower physically functioning older adults. 
These older adults may need to examine their level of independence and ability to live 
independently carefully. A limit of 57 was set for higher physical functioning, so older 
adults scoring a 57 or above are considered higher physical functioning older adults. 
These older adults can be considered to have enough physical reserve to live 
independently in their home. This creates a transitional zone between 47 and 57 in which 
older adults are considered to be in a state of transition where they may be fully capable 
of living independently, or they may need to examine their living situation more (Cress, 
M.E., personal communication, August 2009). This system creates a measure of 
differentiating between higher and lower physically functioning adults. 
Physical Functioning and Universal Design 
 As people age, they experience changes in various abilities, including reduced 
strength, sensory loss and lowered cognitive ability (Zajicek, 2005). Several of these 
declines can lead to reduced independence for older adults. However, despite functional 
decline, much can be done to maintain an independent lifestyle, such as maintaining high 
levels of physical functioning (Miszko, Cress, Buchner, Schwartz, & deLauter, 1999). 
Examining physical functioning in older adults is important for multiple reasons.  
Physical functioning is an important indicator of one’s ability to maintain independence 
in conducting ADLs (Cress, Schechtman, Mulrow, Fiatarone, Gerety, & Buchner, 1995).  
It can also be a determinant of living status, with higher physical functioning being 
related to more independent living. In this case, physical functioning is more important 
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than age. Aging, per se, does not mean you are less equipped to live independently; rather 
physical function is a stronger determinant (Cress et al., 1996). Knowing a patient’s level 
of physical functioning can be used to determine strategies to prevent further declines in 
physical functioning as they age (Cress, Buchner, Questad, Esselman, deLauter, & 
Schwartz, 1999).  
To date, most research has been conducted on older adults with low physical 
functioning; these studies have indicated that this population uses more devices for 
mobility (Mann, Hurren, & Tomita, 1993), as well as devices for dressing and bathroom 
use (Gitlin, Levine, & Geiger, 1993). Blythe et al. (2005) interviewed independent living 
older adults and discovered isolation to be a main concern. For older adults across their 
lifespan, providing functions related to maintaining dignity and independence are 
important factors to consider (Forlizzi et al., 2004). Little research focuses on higher 
functioning older adults; however what has been done suggests that desirability for 
products is very important rather than just functionality (Forlizzi et al., 2004). Changes in 
physical functioning has the potential to be a major component for implementing 
universal design to help aid aging-in-place; therefore, examining the desired 
characteristics of a variety of older adults in different stages of physical functioning is 
expected to be important. It is expected that physical functioning may play a role in what 
kind of help people would like or need.   
Universal Design and aging-in-place not only involve older adults and individuals 
with disabilities, rather they are methods of designing furniture and spaces that can be 
used across users from different ability levels and generations (Crews & Zavotka, 2006), 
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as well as for caregivers (Cutchin, 2003). Spaces and products designed after universal 
design guidelines can be beneficial both for older adults, but also for care givers who 
need to work with and around older adults, whether it is in the home environment or any 
other space (Coughlin et al., 2007). It is important to ensure usage of a product by 
exploring all users’ needs.  
Technology and Aging 
A primary concern regarding older adults and ‘smart’ technology is their 
acceptance of new technology. Contrary to certain stereotypes, older adults are often very 
accepting of technology (Mynatt & Rogers, 2002). Research conducted in our lab showed 
that older adults were accepting of the idea of incorporating technological aids in their 
home, such as including motorized nightstands or communication and entertainment 
centers (Smolentzov, Brooks, Walker, Green, Logan, Duckworth, & Goller, 2009), which 
is consistent with previous research (McCreadie & Tinker, 2005; Mynatt & Rogers, 
2002).   
An important aspect of a living environment is the type of assistive device(s) and 
technology the older adult uses. The benefit of using assistive technology has become 
quite clear: it is considered to help people maintain and even increase physical function 
and is associated with an increase in quality of life (Freedman, Agree, Martin, & 
Cornman, 2005). Newell (2003) points out that although assistive technology is 
sometimes considered as an aid after an injury or is used to aid in short-term 
rehabilitation, it is moving towards a larger group of users. Technology is no longer only 
used in devices for a younger population; instead the integration of technology in 
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assistive devices for people of all ages is becoming a main focus (Harmo et al., 2005). 
Examples from Harmo et al. (2005) include home robots and robotic arms which can help 
with tasks such as cleaning, grabbing and communication. There are several examples of 
incorporating technological devices into the homes, such as sensors to engage lighting 
devices, or alarm systems that can respond to a window opening (Mynatt & Rogers, 
2002).  
Since there is a plethora of services assistive technology can supply, Nehmer, 
Karshmer, Becker and Lamm (2006) provided a classification of three major areas of 
services including emergency, autonomy enhancement, and comfort. Emergency refers to 
areas such as emergency prediction and detection; autonomy enhancement refers to 
assistance with tasks such as cleaning and eating; finally, communication and 
entertainment fall in the category of comfort. Several different studies indicate that these 
functions are used and/or needed by older adults and therefore are valuable to focus on 
(see e.g., McCreadie & Tinker, 2005; Maciuszek, Aberg, & Shahmehri, 2005). By 
developing a product already shown to be used and needed by older adults it is possible 
to continue to implement features that fulfill each of the three areas of emergency, 
autonomy enhancement, and comfort to provide a well rounded product filling several 
uses and needs.  
There are several examples of ‘smart’ technologies used today, such as reminder 
systems and medication administration devices (Cheek, Nikpour, & Nowlin, 2005). 
However, a major setback with several ‘smart’ technologies is that, although they address 
a problem (such as older adults forgetting to take their medicine), they do not always 
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consider the needs and expectations of the individual. This is a critical component, 
because if it is not addressed, chances are the device will go unused (Cheek et al., 2005). 
One example of a recently developed technological aid is the call alarm designed to aid 
elderly in the occurrence of a fall. Several times these have been left unused, typically 
reasons include the reluctance to admit being at risk for falling, having a call alarm but 
not wearing it due to design characteristics, wearing the device but choosing not to use it 
in an attempt to maintain one’s independence, and finally, difficulty in activating the 
alarm (Fleming & Brayne, 2008). Similarly, ‘smart’ furniture will go unused if it is not 
seen as practical and important to the user.  
Including End Users in the Design Process 
To encourage older adults to utilize products, design teams must research how 
and where seniors will use products (Meyer, Bouwhuis, Czaja, Rogers, & Schneider-
Hugschmidt, 1999). Little has been done to properly assess these characteristics or the 
likes and needs of older adults in terms of ‘smart’ technologies, although several studies 
confirm the need for this kind of research (e.g., Cheek et al., 2005; Coughlin, 1999; 
Newell, 2003; Demirbilek & Demirkan, 2004). Attempting to understand the needs and 
likes of higher functioning older adults might also help implement technological devices 
earlier, which may be crucial since more experience with a specific technology typically 
results in more positive feelings towards the product (Czaja & Sharit, 1998). Several 
studies stress the importance of including the user throughout the design process; 
therefore, conducting studies with older adults, who are the intended users would be a 
vital factor (Blythe et al., 2005; Demirbilek & Demirkan, 2004; Maciuszek et al., 2005).  
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In terms of physical functioning, as previously noted, little research has been 
conducted on higher functioning older adults, although the research on lower functioning 
adults indicates more user needs. However, in studies examining older adults’ attitudes 
towards ‘smart’ technology, several indicated the need for the furniture, but not until they 
were older and less able to care for themselves (Coughlin et al., 2007). Potentially, this 
indicates higher functioning older adults wanting the product’s functionality, but not 
necessarily needing it.  
Iterative Design 
Using an iterative design process throughout the production cycle is beneficial to 
allow for checking for usability problems before the design is manufactured. Using an 
iterative design process involves continuously refining the design throughout the process 
based on both user testing, but also other methods available to the group (Nielsen, 1993). 
The current study is looking at one phase of the development cycle that has been utilizing 
an iterative design process throughout the product development cycle, and is aiming to 
add more user feedback for the next phase in the design. Figure 2.1 gives an example of 
how an iterative design process can be modeled.  
 
 
  
Figure 2.1: Iterative Design Model
Example of how the iterative design process, moving from data to design to 
testing the design until a functional, useable and desirable product has been 
created. 
 
Scenario Building and Usability 
An obstacle in discussing needs in assistive technology is that older adults and 
their caregivers often do not have a good understanding of the capabilities of technology 
(Maciuszek et al., 2005). This presents a problem when attempting to determin
kind of functions users want in assistive devices and technology. 
presented a scenario building technique that involves presenting users with a scenario 
incorporating “…descriptions of natural, constructed or imagined contexts 
product interactions” (p. 152). This technique allows users to visualize the proposed ideas 
and set them in a proper context rather than ambiguously trying to create their own ideas. 
This is especially important for evaluating early design ideas (
method, as well as similar ‘story
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Testing 
Suri and Marsh (2000
for user
Suri & Marsh, 2000). This 
-telling’ metaphors, has previously been used to 
e what 
) 
-
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incorporate older adult’s opinions in design aspects, to facilitate brainstorming and to 
help participants express themselves (Demirbilek & Demirkan, 2004; Newell & Gregor, 
2002). The value of this method in incorporating older adults in the design process has 
proven effective for our earlier studies examining ‘smart’ furniture (Smolentzov et al., 
2009). Therefore, the current study will continue with this method, presenting 
participants with life-sized prototypes to help them articulate their thoughts towards the 
‘smart’ furniture.  
Previous ‘Smart’ Nightstand Research 
Introduction 
Due to the lack of prior research on ‘smart’ nightstands, our interdisciplinary 
research team has conducted a series of studies leading up to the current project. Initially, 
we conducted an inventory which was intended to determine what older adults currently 
keep in their nightstands since this is an imperative first step in order to begin designing 
future nightstands with a user-centered design (the Inventory study). Second, we 
conducted a series of focus groups to explore what kind of functions older and younger 
adults would desire in a ‘smart’ nightstand (the Focus Group study). Third, we developed 
a survey to indicate the need and ‘liking’ of a variety of items and functions for a ‘smart’ 
nightstand (the Survey study). Fourth, an “architectural robotics” course (ARCH 879) 
took on the task of re-thinking the idea of a nightstand and determining how challenges 
an older adult might have can be met. Finally, we met with medical experts to seek their 
guidance before conducting the current study. 
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Study 1: Inventory Study 
This study created an inventory of the items seniors stored in their nightstands as 
well as the location of the different items (Logan, Brooks, DeArment, Honchar, Green, 
Walker, & Smolentzov, 2009). This was an important first step in beginning a user-
centered design process to understand what seniors currently use and where they keep the 
objects. Volunteers for the study consisted of 28 patients in assisted living or 
rehabilitation settings. Data were collected through structured interviews and volunteers 
all had identical three-drawer nightstands as well as an over the bed table. The results 
indicated that the nightstand is used extensively (over 150 items were recorded). One 
surprising finding included the frequent use of the over the bed table as a key piece of 
furniture. To further analyze the contents of the nightstand, the contents were divided into 
25 categories. The ten most common categories in which volunteers had items were 
personal hygiene (N = 28), trash can (N = 28), clothing item (N = 24), food accessory (N 
= 24), telephone (N = 24), book / magazine (N = 23), water jug (N = 22), lotion (N = 21), 
tissue box (N = 21), and free standing medical device (N = 20). These items could be 
considered their necessities. Additionally, almost all of the items were either on top of the 
nightstand, in the top drawer of the nightstand and on the bedside table. The list of the 25 
categories created as well as the location of the different items can be found in Table 1. 
These data suggests that patients prefer to keep items used throughout the day in 
an easily accessible space. Thus, the furniture provided for the patients is well-used, but 
not in the most efficient way since they are only using a fraction of the space provided. 
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There were also some hygiene issues, such as patients keeping food packets next to or 
near urinals. Improved surface hygiene could have a positive impact on an individual’s 
health and ability to continue to live independently (Barker, Stevens, & Bloomfield, 
2001). These problems could be addressed through the use of a ‘smart’ nightstand that 
was designed with easy to clean surfaces, built in hand sanitizer, etc.; it could be 
especially useful in closed environments (such as a hospital or rehabilitation setting) 
where older adults may be more prone to spread of disease.  
Study 2: Focus Group Study 
The results from the Inventory Study inspired a second study examining 
volunteers’ attitudes towards ‘smart’ furniture and its potential use. The Inventory Study 
confirmed the need for the re-design of the typical nightstand, but a necessary first step 
was to explore people’s attitudes and thoughts towards a ‘smart’ nightstand. For the 
Focus Group Study, prototype designs were conceptualized and illustrations were shown 
to older and younger adults, prior to completing a structured interview regarding the use 
of ‘smart’ furniture in their own home.  
Volunteers for this study were 36 community dwelling older adults and 36 
university students. To facilitate discussion, participants first read age-appropriate 
vignettes where they had to envision themselves having limited mobility. The volunteers 
were then shown illustrations of the ‘smart’ nightstand prototypes and were asked 
questions about the kind of tasks they could envision needing help with, how they might 
use ‘smart’ furniture in their own home, and key design functionalities and features. 
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  The results from the study indicated that both older and younger adults had 
positive attitudes towards ‘smart’ furniture. This is consistent with research stating that 
older adults are typically more accepting of technology than commonly assumed (Mynatt 
& Rogers, 2002). Results also indicated that older adults primarily envisioned needing 
help moving around their environment. Both age groups indicated a preference to 
communicate with a ‘smart’ nightstand through voice activation. While the results were 
encouraging to continue creating design iterations of a ‘smart’ nightstand and prototype, 
using illustrations of the prototypes were limiting because key features such as the raising 
and lowering of the nightstand’s height could not be easily conveyed. 
Study 3: Survey Study 
Since the Focus Group study confirmed that potential users were receptive to the 
idea of ‘smart’ furniture the next step was to examine key features users might prefer in a 
smart nightstand (Mayweather & Brooks, 2009).  A survey was developed based upon 
the results of the Inventory Study and Focus Group study.  The inventory study provided 
the list of 36 items for volunteers to consider while the Focus Group study and the 
research team contributed to the list of 21 functions the ‘smart’ nightstand may perform.  
It was not uncommon in the Focus Group study to have volunteers comment that 
they wanted or liked a feature but they really did not need the feature.  It was also 
common to have volunteers comment that their older friends would need or benefit from 
a specific feature, while they found the feature to be a luxury or something they would 
simply want or like to have.  Therefore, two identical surveys were constructed, one 
where the volunteers rated the items based upon the items and functions they would like 
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to have and the second based upon the items and functions they would need to have. 
Participants scored items on a 1 to 5 scale (1 indicated never need/strongly dislike and 5 
indicated always need/strongly like). They could also choose to add in separate items if 
they wanted to at the bottom of each section of the survey. 
Due to the problems encountered in the Focus Group study with the illustrations, 
interactive computer models were developed to facilitate increased understanding of the 
improved prototypes.  The use of Google’s “Sketch Up” (Google, 2009) program allowed 
for manipulation of the prototype on a computer. This way, the interviewer could 
demonstrate the potential functions of the nightstand (such as moving up and down and 
rotating on its base). This is a cheap and relatively simple way to show and visualize a 
wide range of functionality and designs.  
Thirty-two older participants completed the surveys assessing their ‘needs’ and 
‘likes’ about the items and functions that could be incorporated into a ‘smart’ nightstand 
after seeing the interactive computer program. The results from this study showed that the 
top item chosen was a telephone (both on need and like). Typically, items that are used in 
everyday situations (e.g., remote control and lamp) were rated higher. The items that 
received low ratings (a 2.0 or below on both the need and like scale) were removed from 
the survey for the current study (this only removed the ‘microwave’ item). Additionally, 
four items were added as a result of being written in by participants: newspaper rack, 
clock, lockable unit and power outlets.  
As for functionality the most liked was light control, but the most needed was 
medicine storage. Functions such as the ability to move up and down, light control, and 
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medicine reminder and storage were rated highly in both like and need. In general, 
participants had a positive attitude toward the ‘smart’ nightstand and thought it would be 
very helpful, but for someone older or injured.  
Architectural Robotics 
As a part of the collaboration between architects, electrical and computer 
engineers and human factors psychologists, the Architectural Robotics class at Clemson 
University was asked to help with the creation of a prototype of a ‘smart’ nightstand. The 
team works with the Intelligent Materials and Systems for Architecture (IMSA) group at 
Clemson University (http://www.imsa-research.org) where information about the 
research conducted as well as the class can be found. The class addressed issues such as 
how the nightstand would move up and down, move around a space, how people would 
interact with it as well as the problem of using the space effectively. The idea of a lazy 
Susan style drawer was brought up and implemented into a working cardboard prototype 
and was later shown to medical experts for their opinion. Additionally, a robotic base 
with wheels was used to move the cardboard prototypes around and the base also had 
sensors allowing it to ‘know’ when it was about to hit something.  A mechanism for 
interacting with the device was created using the Wii© controller which allow a person to 
control up and down movement of the base, as well as the fine movement of rotating 
drawers.  
Medical Experts 
 Our lab spoke with medical experts to gain insight into their perspective on the 
‘smart’ nightstand concept. Twelve hospital employees (combination of nurses, hospital 
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staff, occupational therapists, physical therapists, and physicians) were shown cardboard 
prototypes of the ‘smart’ nightstand as well as identical Google Sketch Up versions. The 
medical experts provided feedback on the survey used in the Survey Study and provided 
their input regarding the use of the ‘smart’ nightstand in a hospital, rehabilitation, and 
home setting.  These experts discussed potential safety constraints that may not arise in 
non-clinical settings. Overall, their feedback was very positive toward the ‘smart’ 
nightstand, and they provided the design team with specific safety concerns, design 
constraints and new ideas to alter the design. These discussions led to the addition of new 
items to the survey including cell phone and pens/pencil holder, as well as some 
additional functions including the lazy Susan option, a stable base, a device to hold a 
magazine or book for reading, an ice source, and webcam communication.   
Current Study 
Today many ‘smart’ technology devices available are not designed using a user-
centered focus. It is important to examine the needs and likes of the user, because if the 
product does not meet these requirements the product it may not be fully utilized. 
Another factor to consider is physical functioning level. To create a piece of 
furniture that incorporates universal design, it needs to not only fulfill the needs and likes 
of a variety people, but also be able to be used by people with different levels of 
functioning. The importance of the role of physical functioning in ability to live 
independently is especially important when designing furniture that aim to help people 
age-in-place.  Therefore, considering both higher and lower physically functioning older 
adults is necessary.   
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The current study examined the needs and likes of older adults with higher and 
lower physical functioning. Participants were immersed into the idea of a ‘smart’ 
nightstand by having time to interact with cardboard prototypes. Finally, differences in 
likes and needs in specific items and functions was assessed using two surveys (one for 
like and one for need).  
Based on the previous research regarding older adults and their needs and 
preferences in assistive technology and ‘smart’ furniture, I predict that there will be 
differences among the needs and likes in a ‘smart’ nightstand for older adults with higher 
and lower physical functioning. 
Hypothesis 1a: Older adults with higher physical functioning will rate items 
higher on the like scale than the need scale. Each item will be analyzed individually to 
see if items are rated higher on the like or need scale.  
Hypothesis 1b: Older adults with higher physical functioning will rate functions 
higher on the like scale than the need scale.  
Hypothesis2a: Older adults with lower physical functioning will rate items lower 
on the like scale than the need scale.  
Hypothesis 2b: Older adults with lower physical functioning will rate functions 
lower on the like scale than the need scale.  
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CHAPTER TWO 
METHOD 
Participants 
Older community dwelling adults who previously completed the CS-PFP were 
recruited based on their overall CS-PFP score (their specific domain scores were not 
taken into account). Participants scoring above 57 were considered “higher” overall CS-
PFP scoring older adults and those scoring below 47 were grouped as “lower” overall 
CS-PFP scorers. The questionnaire used to gather participants’ recent life changes can be 
seen in Appendix A. Participants who have experienced major changes in lifestyle or 
physical functioning since completing the CS-PFP were examined on a case-by-case 
basis for inclusion or exclusion in the study. One higher functioning volunteer was 
excluded due to a self-reported decline in physical functioning. 
Twenty older adult participants (M age = 73.0, SD = 5.9, 8 females) were 
considered higher physically functioning (M score = 68.7, SD = 7.1). Twelve older adult 
participants (M age = 77.3, SD = 8.3, 8 females) were considered lower physically 
functioning (M score = 40.0, SD = 6.3). Although the lower physically functioning group 
had a slightly higher average age than the higher physically functioning group, this 
difference was not statistically significant. 
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Survey 
The survey consisted of 42 items and 21 functions that are possible with the 
nightstand (see Table 2). These items are based on our labs’ previous studies: the 
Inventory study, Survey study and the Focus Group study, as well as recommendations 
from medical experts. Three previous studies explored participant’s nightstand contents 
and what items and/or functions they desire in a nightstand. The Inventory study 
compiled all the items found inside and on top of nightstands used by seniors in an 
assisted living or rehabilitation setting (Logan et al., 2009). The second study, the Focus 
Group study, further explored what kind of functions and abilities people would want in a 
nightstand (Smolentzov et al., 2009). Finally, the Survey Study gave users a survey to 
indicate the need and ‘liking’ of a variety of items and functions for a nightstand 
(Mayweather & Brooks, 2009). Medical experts were also asked to examine the items 
and functions to be surveyed, and then they provided recommendations. The functions 
and items that were mentioned in a minimum of two of the three previous studies, or 
added as a recommendation by medical experts or participants, were used in the survey. 
Items and functions that were only mentioned in one study or received a low rating (need 
and like rating at 2.0 or below) in previous studies were removed. Table 2 lists the items 
and functions that were rated. In Appendix B the list indicating the ratings given to the 
items and functions in previous studies to include in the current study can be seen. 
 Participants rated how much they needed or liked each feature using a five point 
Likert-scale (see Appendix C for the like survey and Appendix D for the need survey). 
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For the need scale, a score of one is ‘never need’ and a score of five is ‘always need’; for 
the like scale, a score of one indicates ‘strongly dislike’ and a score of five ‘strongly 
like’. Additional space was left to allow participants to suggest items or functions that 
they felt were left out of the survey. 
‘Smart’ Nightstand Prototype 
To familiarize participants with the idea of a smart nightstand, our previous 
research has demonstrated the importance of providing interactive means of presenting 
the nightstand. The Focus Group study, for example, involved presenting static images 
showing different nightstand positions. However, these proved difficult for older adults to 
conceptualize as they had a hard time understanding the features and functions of each 
aspect of the nightstand. For the Survey study, the SketchUp Google program was used to 
allow for some interaction between participant and image. This provided participants 
with a better understanding, but lacking a tangible device in front of the participants was 
a clear disadvantage. Therefore, the current study showed three full-sized cardboard 
prototypes which the participant was given time to interact with, to help the 
familiarization process (see Figure 3.1 for an example of the cardboard prototype). The 
facilitator also demonstrated key features (such as ability to move up and down, rotate, 
etc.) using one of the nightstands as a demonstration tool. To enable interaction with the 
prototype, participants were provided with a basket of items (viz., lamp, remote control, 
glasses, pens/pencils, cup, books/magazines, medication bottles, tissue box and a tray) 
mentioned in the previous studies in order to put them where they want which also gives 
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them a chance to look at all the different nightstands and ask any initial questions they 
have about the cardboard prototype.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.1: Cardboard Prototype Example 
Independent Variable 
 The independent variable was the participant’s overall score on the CS-PFP. 
Participants were either grouped as having a higher (57 or above) or lower (47 or below) 
overall CS-PFP score.  
Dependent Variable 
 The dependent variable was the Likert ratings. Scores from the two surveys assess 
how much they need and like items and functions.  
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Procedure 
Participants initially provided consent, and then were shown the cardboard 
prototypes as the facilitator demonstrated key features of the nightstands. Participants 
were then asked to use the basket full of items to explore and use the cardboard prototype 
and test putting items in drawers. Prior to filling out the like survey, participants were 
read a definition of “like”, which was defined as something that you find pleasing, 
favored, or brings you pleasure from having.  For example, I like having a picture of my 
dog on my nightstand, but I will be able to function in my daily life if I do not have it 
there. Prior to the need survey  the definition of “need”  was read and was defined as 
something that you cannot live without, for example you may not like taking your 
medicine but you need it to function in your daily life. These definitions were similar to 
the ones used in the Survey study.  Then, the participants completed the two surveys 
(what they like and what they need) in groups of two or alone. If a participant asked a 
question on the meaning of any item or function, the experimenter had a list of the items 
and functions with clarifying notes on items that seemed potentially confusing (Appendix 
E). The presentation of the surveys was counterbalanced so that half of the participants 
filled out the like survey first while the other half filled out the need survey first. Finally, 
participants were paid $10 for their participation. A script of how information was 
presented to participants can be found in Appendix F.  
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CHAPTER THREE 
RESULTS 
Average scores and standard deviations for all the items and functions on the like 
scale and the need scale can be found in Table 3 and Table 4 respectively. To examine 
differences between how lower functioning older adults rated items, t-tests were 
conducted to test for differences between ratings of how much the volunteers need and 
like items and functions. Due to the exploratory nature of this study, and the numerous 
items and functions under investigation, an alpha of 0.1 was used in this study.   
When a number of t-tests are conducted (e.g., 42 for the items and 21 for the 
functions), familywise Type I error rate can be inflated. Thus, a Bonferroni correction 
procedure was conducted while maintaining an overall alpha of 0.10. For each t-test on 
the 42 items, the Type I error rate was set at 0.00238. For each t-test on the 21 functions, 
Type I error rate was set at 0.00476.  
Higher Functioning Older Adults 
Hypothesis 1a and 1b related to higher functioning older adults, predicting that 
they would rate items higher on the like scale than on the need scale (hypothesis 1a) and 
rate functions higher on the like scale than on the need scale (hypothesis 1b). The means 
and standard deviations for the items are located in Table 5 and the same information for 
functions is located in Table 6. Analyses showed that higher functioning older adults only 
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rated six of the 42 items significantly higher on the like scale than on the need scale (see 
Table 5).  
The six items rated significantly higher on the like scale include cell phone (M = 
3.90 on like; M = 3.15 on need), flashlight (M = 4.05 on like; M = 3.10 on need), lamp for 
reading (M = 4.45 on like; M = 3.85 on need), lockable unit (M = 2.35 on like; M = 1.60 
on need), picture frame (M = 2.15 on like; M = 1.45 on need) and radio/music/mp3 (M = 
3.90 on like; M = 3.15 on need). Additionally, the higher functioning older adults rated 
nine of the 21 functions significantly higher on the like scale than on the need scale (see 
Table 6): automatic drawers (M = 3.00 on like; M = 2.00 on need), e-mail access (M = 
2.85 on like; M = 1.85 on need), ice source (M = 2.40 on like; M = 1.75 on need), 
grab/reach objects (M = 3.05 on like; M = 2.45 on need), internet access (M = 2.85 on 
like; M = 1.80 on need), lazy Susan trays (M = 3.10 on like; M = 2.40 on need), light 
control (M = 4.15 on like; M = 3.10 on need), device to hold book/magazine for reading 
(M = 3.15 on like; M = 2.20 on need), and walking aid with handle (M = 2.30 on like; M 
= 1.65 on need). Six of the items and nine of the functions supported the hypotheses. 
Interestingly, when looking at the rank orders of items on the like and need 
ratings there were few differences.  The top and bottom rankings for like and need on 
items are similar (see Table 7), for all of the rankings there were several items and 
functions that had the same mean and were thus ranked the same, this resulted in some 
top five listings to include more than just five items or functions. The top five items for 
need (clock, telephone, lamp for reading, glasses and tissue box) are also included in the 
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top five for like, however the top five for like also includes: flashlight, light for nighttime 
navigation/night light and books/magazines. The bottom five rankings for like (picture 
frame, refrigerator, fan, games, clothes, dentures and bedpan) are all included in the 
bottom five rankings for need, except for clothes which was ranked slightly higher in 
need ratings. The bottom five need rankings also included lockable unit and hook which 
were not in the bottom five for like ranking.  
For functions, the top five like rankings included light control, stable base, 
extendable table, rotating base, move up and down, medicine storage, device to hold 
book/magazine for reading (see Table 8) which is the same top five for need rankings, 
except the top five need ranks did not include device to hold book/magazine for reading. 
The bottom five between need and like differ more, the bottom five like rankings include 
event reminder/calendar, food storage, water source, ice source, walking aid with handle, 
clothes storage, and webcam communication. For need ranking, the bottom five were 
internet access (not in the bottom five for like), ice source, walking aid with handle, 
webcam communication and clothes storage.  
Lower Functioning Older Adults 
Hypothesis 2a and 2b related to lower functioning older adults, predicting that 
they would rate items higher on the need scale than on the like scale (hypothesis 2a) and 
would similarly rate functions higher on the need scale than on the like scale (hypothesis 
2b). The means and standard deviations for the items are located in Table 9 and the same 
information for functions is located in Table 10.  While there is a trend that lower 
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functioning older adults rated items higher on the like scale than on the need scale, only 
six items were rated significantly higher on the like scale than on the need scale (see 
Table 12). The six items include flashlight (M = 4.25 on like; M = 3.08 on need), laptop 
computer (M = 3.17 on like; M = 2.08 on need), lockable unit (M = 3.00 on like; M = 1.75 
on need), magnifying glass (M = 3.83 on like; M = 2.50 on need), picture frame (M = 
3.08 on like; M = 1.83 on need), and trash can (M = 3.92 on like; M = 3.25 on need). 
Similarly, there is a trend that participants rated functions higher on the like scale than on 
the need scale. Only ten functions were rated significantly higher on the like scale than on 
the need scale (see Table 10): automatic drawers (M = 3.00 on like; M = 1.92 on need), 
clothes storage (M = 2.42 on like; M = 1.42 on need), food storage (M = 2.08 on like; M = 
1.42 on need), ice source (M = 2.08 on like; M = 1.42 on need), grab/reach objects (M = 
3.33 on like; M = 2.42 on need), lazy Susan trays (M = 3.17 on like; M = 2.17 on need), 
safety button/call light (M = 3.75 on like; M = 2.00 on need), rotating base (M = 3.67 on 
like; M = 2.50 on need), walking aid with handle (M = 2.92 on like; M = 1.75 on need), 
and webcam communication (M = 2.58 on like; M = 1.75 on need).  None of the 
hypotheses for the lower functioning older adults were supported. 
As with higher functioning older adults, the rankings for lower functioning older 
adults were similar for like and need ratings for both items and functions. The rankings 
for items on like and need are located in Table 11. The top five ranked needed items were 
clock, lamp for reading, glasses, remote control, books/magazines and telephone. These 
items were also all in the top five ranked liked items, but the top five liked also included 
flashlight, tissue box, light for night time navigation/night light and water/beverage. The 
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bottom five need items included decorations, games, dentures, refrigerator and bedpan. 
The bottom five like items were similar, but did not include decorations, and also 
included food, wallet/handbag and clothes.  For functions, the top five like functions are 
light control, extendable table, safety button/call light, device to hold book/magazine for 
reading, rotating base, and move up and down (see Table 12). All of those functions 
except for safety button/call light and rotating base are also in the top five need functions. 
The top five need functions also includes, stable base and event reminder/calendar. The 
bottom five functions for like are automatic drawers, walking aid with handle, webcam 
communication, clothes storage, water source, food storage and ice source. For need it 
includes the same functions as well as safety button/call light.  
Comparing Higher Functioning to Lower Functioning 
Additional analyses were conducted to compare the ratings of higher and lower 
functioning older adults.  The means and standard deviations for the items are located in 
Table 13 (like) and Table 14 (need) and the same information for functions are located in 
Table 15 (like) and Table 16 (need).  When comparing the ratings for items on the like 
scale, higher and lower functioning older adults did not rate any item significantly 
differently (see Table 13). Additionally, for items on the need scale there were no 
significant differences (see Table 14). The same results were seen for the ratings on 
functions (see Table 15 and 16), there were no significant differences between higher and 
lower functioning older adults for their ratings on either the like or need scale.  
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Since there were no significant differences between higher and lower functioning 
older adults, the means from Table 3 and 4 were used (averaged across higher and lower 
functioning older adults) to rank order like and need for items (Table 17 and 18) and 
functions (Table 19 and 20). A rating of 3.0 indicates ‘Neutral’ on the like scale and 
‘Sometimes Need’ on the need scale, therefore, a rating above 3.0 on either scale is used 
as a cut-off to determine if the item or function is something the user likes and/or needs. 
A cut-off of 4.0 would indicate a higher level of liking or needing the item or function. 
For the like scale, there are 21 items that scored above a 3.0 and nine above a 4.0, the 
most highly ranked item on the like scale is a lamp for reading (M = 4.5, SD = 0.95). For 
the need scale, 14 items were scored above 3.0 and only one item scored above a 4.0 
(clock; M = 4.28, SD = 1.17). For functions on the like scale, ten functions were ranked 
above a 3.0 and only one ranked above a 4.0 (light control; M = 4.09, SD = 1.06). On the 
need scale, only two functions scored above a 3.0: light control (M = 3.22, SD = 1.39) 
and stable base (M = 3.38, SD = 1.54). No functions scored above a 4.0 on the need scale.  
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CHAPTER FOUR 
DISCUSSION 
The current study examined the wants and needs in a ‘smart’ nightstand of older 
adults with varying levels of physical functioning that previously completed the CS-PFP. 
Previous research has explored new possibilities within ‘smart’ technology, but few have 
examined what the end user wants and needs in such devices. The current study 
elaborates on previous research in our lab focusing on a ‘smart’ nightstand as a tool for 
aging-in-place. 
Higher Functioning Older Adults 
 When examining the preferences of higher functioning older adults only 14% of 
the items that were rated significantly higher on the like scale than on the need scale.  
While it was hypothesized that they would rate items significantly higher on the like scale 
than on the need scale, there was only minimal support. However, for functions, nine 
were rated significantly higher on the like scale, which is more than one-third of the 
functions showed significant differences. There was more support for the hypothesis for 
functions rather than items. Interestingly, when examining the rankings for like and need 
for items and functions the pattern was consistent, suggesting that the higher functioning 
older adults are rating items and functions in a similar manner.  
Most of the functions presented on the survey are most likely options they do not 
currently have in their nightstand. This might be why the volunteers rated several of the 
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functions higher on the like scale, but not as a necessity since they currently can live fine 
without them. However, for items, it is likely that most of the items are ones they 
probably already are using in their nightstand. Thus the participants may have rated the 
items similarly on both like and need since they currently use these items and know they 
both like and need the items.  
Lower Functioning Older Adults 
 While it was proposed that lower functioning older adults would rate items and 
functions higher on the need scale this was not observed.  Surprisingly, the lower 
functioning volunteers rated 14% of the items and 48% of the functions in the opposite 
direction.  There are a variety of plausible explanations for these findings.  First, these 
ratings could come from a general lack of awareness of their own physical functioning as 
this is common in older adults, since they are not always aware of their changing 
functioning states (Brach, VanSwearingen, Newman, & Kriska, 2002). That is, lower 
functioning older adults may have some overconfidence in their physical functioning. Or, 
it could possibly come from a lack of understanding how certain features may help their 
physical functioning, which is a common reason for non-use in assistive technology 
(Gitlin et al., 1993). By emphasizing how a product or feature may be used to benefit the 
person’s specific needs it might make it clearer to an older adults why it is useful and 
potentially necessary. Similar to higher functioning older adults, the pattern of rankings 
were very similar across items and functions, regardless of if they were being judged on 
like or need.   
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One particularly interesting item is the safety button/call light, since the research 
on safety button usage is more extensive. Lower functioning older adults rated the safety 
button/call light in the top five in the like scale, but it was in the bottom five on the need 
scale. This specific example has been discussed in past research, where older adults have 
indicated that a safety button/call light feature may be useful for safety purposes, but that 
they themselves to do think they need it. This is thought to be because of the negative 
stigma associated with safety buttons/call lights (Sponselee, Schouten, Bouwhuis, & 
Willems, 2008). This specific example is interesting since it is the only item or function 
that participants rated very highly for like, but very low for need.   
Comparing Higher and Lower Functioning Older Adults 
Additional analyses were conducted to compare the ratings of higher and lower 
functioning older adults for both items and functions. No significant differences were 
revealed.  While this was not the theoretical purpose of this investigation, on an applied 
level, this is a great outcome.  This lack of difference between higher and lower 
functioning older adults suggests the similarities in needs and desires across ability 
levels. At the onset of this project, there was a real concern that the likes and needs of the 
two groups of older adults would differ so dramatically that a one-size-fits-all design 
would not be appropriate.  But, these similarities demonstrate that one nightstands design 
will fit the needs of most of the older adults.  Since a major aspect of Universal Design is 
incorporating different levels of functioning (Crews & Zavotka, 2005), knowing that 
higher and lower functioning older adults do not have largely different opinions on what 
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they like and need in a piece of ‘smart’ furniture is valuable for the design process. There 
is no need to differentiate between the two groups in terms of design.   
Design Guidelines 
In terms of creating design guidelines from these results there are two main areas 
to consider: the needs and the wants of the older adults. Previous research underlines the 
importance of considering not only the needs of older adults, but to especially attempt to 
enhance the desirability of a product (Gajendar, 2009; Norman, 2010; Forlizzi et al., 
2004). Since participants rated items and functions higher on the like scale overall than 
on the need scale this gives an opportunity to incorporate the top most ‘liked’ items into 
the next design phase, also because there were no significant differences between how 
higher and lower functioning older adults rated on the like and need scale there is no 
immediate need to differentiate between the two groups in terms of creating design 
guidelines.  
The first aspect of design to be considered is what participants like. Table 21 lists 
all the items and functions that participants rated above a 3.0 on the like scale. Some of 
the items and functions are in bold – these items and functions were rated significantly 
higher on the like scale than on the need scale for higher or lower functioning older 
adults. These items, which were rated significantly higher on the like scale than on the 
need scale, include: lamp for reading, flashlight, radio/music/mp3, cell phone and 
trashcan. As well as the following functions: light control, rotating base, device to hold 
book/magazine for reading, safety button/call light, grab/reach objects and lazy Susan 
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trays. It is important to highlight the items and functions that not only received high 
ratings, but also were rated significantly higher on the like scale than on the need scale 
since desirability of a product is nearly just as important as the actual functionality of the 
product (Norman, 2010). Also, items and functions that were rated above a 4.0 are 
marked with an asterisk, indicating a higher level of liking. These would create the 
desirability aspect of the product, if all the items and functions could be incorporated that 
scored high on the like scale it would suggest that an attempt had been made to make the 
product desirable to both higher and lower functioning older adults. Some of the items 
may be more important to design into the actual nightstand (e.g., trash can, lamp for 
reading, rotating base, light control and lazy Susan trays) since they cannot necessarily 
easily be added on. However, some items and functions may need to be considered add-
ons (e.g., cell phone and picture frame) rather than built into the system.  
Although examining what people want and like is vital, it is of equal importance 
to determine what is needed. Especially since there has been limited research focusing on 
what exactly older adults might need in ‘smart’ technology (Sponselee et al., 2008). Items 
and functions that scored above a 3.0 on the need scale are listed in Table 22. As was 
done with the like scale, items and functions that received a rating above 4.0 are marked 
with an asterisk. There was only one item that was rated above a 4.0 in this case, the 
clock, this may indicate that both higher and lower functioning older adults generally did 
not see many of the items and functions as necessary. 
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In creating design guidelines, it can also be important to examine what people do 
not need or like, that is, what received very low ratings in the current study and take it 
into consideration. Table 23 lists the items and functions that received ratings below 2.0 
on the like and need scale. Only three items rated below a 2.0 on the like scale (clothes, 
dentures and bedpan) and no functions rated below a 2.0 on the like scale. On the other 
hand, there were several items and functions that scored below a 2.0 on the need scale. 
Although the survey did not allow for an examination of why people rated items and 
functions the way they did, participants would frequently voice their opinions. One 
example is regarding the automatic drawers which received a score below a 2.0 on the 
need scale, several older adults mentioned a fear of the drawers breaking. This fear could 
potentially hold true for several other items and functions, such as refrigerator, lockable 
unit, and laptop computer. Other functions and items may simply not be needed at this 
point in time in the participants’ lives (e.g., bedpan which was rated low on both the like 
and need scale).  
Next Design Phase 
Although the importance of incorporating user needs into design has been well 
established in the literature (Blythe et al., 2005; Demirbilek & Demirkan, 2004; 
Maciuszek et al., 2005), there is still debate regarding how much input the data from 
usability studies should drive the design (data-driven) and how much freedom and 
flexibility the designer should be given to exert their creativity and ideas (design-driven). 
Formosa (2010) argues that the innovation and creativity designers can bring is 
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diminished by market research and usability studies since they heavily drive the design. 
However, Formosa (2010) also acknowledges that there are multiple ways of trying to 
incorporate the two allowing the product design cycle to be more harmonious between 
designers and researchers, some of these techniques include product evaluation before it 
is finished, which is an important aspect of the iterative design approach taken for the 
current study. He also argues that by using multiple techniques such as focus groups, 
surveys, prototyping methods, etc. can also help designers and researchers both 
understand the fundamental problem, again, throughout the studies leading up to the 
current research several techniques have been used.  
It is important to remember that one of the vital aspects of this research is the 
interdisciplinary nature of the team, incorporating feedback from designers, human 
factors psychologists and engineers alike. By having an interdisciplinary team it does not 
allow for simply a data-driven or design-driven process, but rather the ultimate goal is to 
incorporate the two processes. The design guidelines produced from this research are 
flexible in nature and no guidelines are provided on how exactly items and functions 
should be incorporated. Keeping them flexible allows for the research team to collaborate 
for the next phase of design rather than having a strictly data-driven design. This is where 
the designer and engineers can exploit their capability for innovation and creativity to 
determine what the most aesthetically pleasing and functional way would be to 
incorporate the needs of the user. This will produce a newly designed product which can 
be further tested throughout the iterative design process. Also, working with the team to 
create more detailed design guidelines will be an important next step, as has been shown 
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in previous research (Green, Gugerty, Witte, Walker, Houayek, Rubinstein, Daniels, 
Turchi, Kwoka, Dunlop & Johnson, 2008). This way the team can help incorporate the 
flexible guidelines to more specific and defined features of the nightstand.  
Future Research and Limitations 
While one of the strengths of the current study includes the classifications of the 
participants physical functioning, only community dwelling seniors participated.  For 
future research, determining differences between community-dwelling older adults and 
non community-dwelling older adults (e.g., rehabilitation or assisted living) would be an 
important next step, since many older adults often start out at home, but may move to 
some form of institutional living later in life and assessing differences in needs and 
preferences could be of importance. The current study also only examined one major 
facet of change that comes with aging, whereas cognitive decline and perceptual decline 
are two major aspects that should potentially be considered (Cheek et al., 2005).  
Once a design with more functionality is developed, testing with users in their 
actual living environment (whether it is an assisted living, hospital, home, etc) will be 
useful to determine the acceptance of such technology in their own living environment.  
This is a necessary step to settle the debate regarding whether or not older adults would 
actually accept ‘smart’ technology in their homes, compared to just discussing it as a 
good idea in research studies (Demiris et al., 2004). Additionally, for ‘smart’ furniture to 
truly assist older adults, interactions between the user and the technology must be 
considered. If both the older adult and the ‘smart’ furniture are aware of each other’s 
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capabilities and limitations, an effective assistive relationship can emerge (Bauer, 
Wollherr, & Buss, 2008).  The anticipation of the user’s intentions by ‘smart’ furniture 
will be a challenge for the future. Additionally, examining how comfortable older adults 
feel with an automated piece of technology that can anticipate intentions will be valuable.  
Finally, although the users’ needs may be the most important, another stakeholder 
to consider is the caregiver, especially when discussing ‘smart’ furniture for older adults 
because they may be more reliant on caregivers than any other adult age group 
(Sponselee et al., 2007).   
Conclusions 
While the current study did not reveal the expected differences between the older 
adults’ likes and needs, the study has generated important new design guidelines for the 
next iteration of the design of a ‘smart’ nightstand aimed to include the likes and needs of 
both higher and lower functioning older adults. Although it may take time for ‘smart’ 
technology to be incorporated into the homes of older adults as an integral aspect of their 
ability to age in place, it is important to research what the end user wants and needs to be 
able to provide designers specifications desired by their specific user group. As the aging 
population increases worldwide, older adults are an essential user group to incorporate 
into usability studies to ensure new products and designs are not merely focused on 
younger adults. More can be done to include older adults in product design and to assist 
designing products focused on enabling aging  in place, however, the current study has 
taken one step in the right direction for include the actual end users in the design process. 
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Appendix A 
Exclusion Questionnaire 
Participant #: ________ 
Please answer the following questions, lines are provided if you wish to add 
additional comments: 
1. Since taking the Home lab assessment, my functioning has changed significantly. 
  ___ YES  ___ NO 
Comments: 
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________ 
2. Since taking the Home lab assessment, I have been bed-ridden or immobile for a longer 
period of time (e.g., more than a few days). 
 ___ YES  ___ NO 
Comments: 
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________ 
3. Since taking the Home lab assessment, I have increased the amount of weekly movement 
or exercise I get. 
___ YES  ___ NO 
Comments: 
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________ 
4. Since taking the Home lab assessment, I have decreased the amount of weekly movement 
or exercise I get. 
___ YES  ___ NO 
Comments: 
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________ 
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Appendix B 
Survey Items with Justification to be Included from Previous Studies  
Items I
n
v
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to
ry
 (
I
)
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p
 
(
F
)
Explanation
Bedpan x x I = N of 8; S = Need 2.2, Like 2.4
Books/Magazines x x I = N of 16; S = Need 3.7, Like 4.3
Cell Phone Addition from Medical Expert Feedback
Clock x S = Participant Suggestion
Clothes x x I = N of 24; S = Need 2.3, Like 2.5
Cup holder x x S = Need 3.4, Like 4.0; F = N of 5
Decorations x x I = N of 17; S = Need 1.7, Like 2.5
Dentures x x I = N of 2; S = Need 2.5, Like 3.1
Extension table x x S = Need 3.4, Like 4.4; F = N of 4
Fan x x I = N of 1, S = Need 2.2, Like 2.9
Food x x x I = N of 19; S = Need 2.4, Like 3.1; F = N of 6
Food tray x x I = N of 1; S = Need 3.1, Like 3.8; F = N of 2
Fridge x x S = Need 2.1, Like 2.7; F = N of 4
Games x I = N of 9; S = Need 1.8, Like 2.5
Glasses x I = N of 6; S = Need 4.3, Like 4.4
Hook Addition from Medical Expert Feedback
Lamp for Reading x x x I = N of 3; S = Need 4.5, Like 4.6; F = N of 3
Laptop Computer x S = Need 2.5, Like 3.1
Light for night time 
navigation/Night Light Addition from Medical Expert Feedback
Lockable unit x x S = Participant Suggestion; F = N of 1
Magnifying Glass Addition from Medical Expert Feedback
Mail x I = N of 2; S = Need 2.9, Like 3.5
Medication x x I = N of 3; S = Need 3.9, Like 4.2
Mirror x x x I = N of 3; S = Need 2.8, Like 3.4; F = N of 1
Money x x I = N of 1; S = Need 2.5, Like 2.8 
Newspaper rack x S = Participant Suggestion
Paper x x I = N of 14; S = Need 3.4, Like 3.9; 
Pens/Pencils x x I = N of 14; S = Need 3.8, Like 4.3
Pens/Pencils Holder Addition from Medical Expert Feedback
Picture frame x x I = N of 4; S = Need 2.1, Like 3.0
Power outlets x x S = Participant Suggestion; F = N of 2
Radio/Music x x x I = N of 1; S = Need 3.2, Like 3.7; F = N of 2
Remote control x x x I = N of 6; S = Need 3.8, Like 4.5; F = N of 4
Telephone x x x I = N of 24; S = Need 4.6, Like 4.8; F = N of 4
Tissue box x x I = N of 21; S = Need 3.7, Like 4.1
Toiletries x x I = N of 29; S = Need 3.1, Like 3.1
Trash can x x x I = N of 28; S = Need 3.1, Like 3.4; F = N of 1
TV x x S = Need 2.5, Like 2.7; F = N of 2
Wallet/Handbag x x I = N of 7; S = Need 2.3, Like 3.0
Wash cloth/towel x x I = N of 18; S = Need 3.0, Like 3.2
Water/Beverage x x x I = N of 16; S = Need 3.9, Like 4.3; F = N of 2
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Explanation 
Automatic drawers  x x S = Need 2.5, Like 3.6; F = N of 2 
Clothes storage  x  S = Need 2.2,  Like 2.8 
Device to hold 
book/magazine for 
reading    Addition from Medical Expert Feedback 
E-mail access  x  S = Need 2.7,  Like 3.4 
Event reminders  x  S = Need 3.1,  Like 3.7 
Food storage  x x S = Need 2.2, Like 2.8; F = N of 21 
Grabs/Reach aids   x x S = Need 2.8,  Like 3.6; F = N of 4 
Ice Source    Addition from Medical Expert Feedback 
Internet Access   x  S = Need 2.7, Like 3.4 
Lazy Susan Drawers    Addition from Medical Expert Feedback 
Light control  x x S = Need 3.8,  Like 4.4; F = N of 1 
Medication reminder  x x S = Need 3.5, Like 4.2; F = N of 4 
Medication storage  x x S = Need 3.9,  Like 4.3; F = N of 4 
Move up and down  x x S = Need 3.5, Like 4.4; F = N of 14 
Rotating base  x x S = Need 3.4, Like 4.3; F = N of 1 
Safety button  x x S = Need 3.8,  Like 4.4; F = N of 1 
Stable Base    Addition from Medical Expert Feedback 
Touch screen  x x S = Need 2.7, Like 3.5; F = N of 9 
Voice activation  x x S = Need 2.7,  Like 3.5; F = N of 16 
Walking Aid with Handle  x x S = Need 2.7, Like 3.6; F = N of 11 
Water storage  x x S = Need 3.1,  Like 3.7; F = N of 21 
Webcam Communication    Addition from Medical Expert Feedback 
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Appendix C 
Like Survey 
Please rate the following according to how much you like the item or function on 
your nightstand.  Please use the 1 - 5 scale below. 
 
 
1. Bedpan 15. Glasses 29. Pens/Pencil holder
2. Books/Magazines 16. Hook 30. Picture frame
3. Cell Phone 17. Lamp for reading 31. Power outlets
4. Clock 18. Laptop computer 32. Radio/Music/mp3
5. Clothes 19. Lockable unit 33. Refridgerator 
6. Cup holder 20. Magnifying glass 34. Remote control
7. Decorations 21. Mail 35. Telephone
8. Dentures 22. Medication 36. Tissue box
9. Extension table 23. Mirror 37. Toiletries
10. Fan 24. Money 38. Trash can
11. Food 25. Newspaper rack 39. Television
12. Food tray 26. Paper 40. Wallet/Handbag
13. Games 27. Pens/Pencils 41. Water/Beverage
14. Flashlight 28. Light for night time 42. Wash cloth /
       navigation/Night light
       Towel
Other i tems  you would like on your nightstand:
_________________________________________________________________________
1. Automatic drawers 8. Internet Access 15. Rotating Base
2. Clothes storage 9. Lazy Susan Trays 16. Move Up and Down
3. E-mail access 10. Light Control 17. Stable Base 
4. Food storage 11. Medicine Reminder 18. Water Source
5. Ice source 12. Medicine Storage 19. Extendable table
6. Grab / Reach 13. Safety button / 20. Walking aid with 
       objects        Call light        handle
7. Event Reminder/ 14.Device to hold book/ 21.Webcam 
       Calendar        magazine for reading        communication
Other functions  you would like on your nightstand:
_________________________________________________________________________
                                         1                         2                     3                  4                       5 
         Strongly dislike         Dislike          Neutral          Like         Strongly like
Items:
Functions:
Participant # 
___________
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Appendix D 
Need Survey 
Please rate the following according to how much you need the item or function on 
their nightstand.  Please use the 1 - 5 scale below. 
 
 
1. Bedpan 15. Glasses 29. Pens/Pencil holder
2. Books/Magazines 16. Hook 30. Picture frame
3. Cell Phone 17. Lamp for reading 31. Power outlets
4. Clock 18. Laptop computer 32. Radio/Music/mp3
5. Clothes 19. Lockable unit 33. Refridgerator 
6. Cup holder 20. Magnifying glass 34. Remote control
7. Decorations 21. Mail 35. Telephone
8. Dentures 22. Medication 36. Tissue box
9. Extension table 23. Mirror 37. Toiletries
10. Fan 24. Money 38. Trash can
11. Food 25. Newspaper rack 39. Television
12. Food tray 26. Paper 40. Wallet/Handbag
13. Games 27. Pens/Pencils 41. Water/Beverage
14. Flashlight 28. Light for night time 42. Wash cloth /
       navigation/Night light        Towel
Other i tems  you would need on your nightstand:
_________________________________________________________________________
1. Automatic drawers 8. Internet Access 15. Rotating Base
2. Clothes storage 9. Lazy Susan Trays 16. Move Up and Down
3. E-mail access 10. Light Control 17. Stable Base 
4. Food storage 11. Medicine Reminder 18. Water Source
5. Ice source 12. Medicine Storage 19. Extendable table
6. Grab / Reach 13. Safety button / 20. Walking aid with 
       objects        Call light        handle
7. Event Reminder/ 14.Device to hold book/ 21.Webcam 
       Calendar        magazine for reading        communication
Other functions  you would need on your nightstand:
_________________________________________________________________________
                      1                         2                                    3                                      4                              5 
         Never Need         Rarely Need          Sometimes Need          Often Need          Always Need
Items:
Functions:
Participant 
# ______
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Appendix E 
List of Items and Functions with Definitions 
ITEMS 
Bedpan 
Books/Magazines: any kind of book or magazine or newspaper 
Cell Phone 
Clock  
Clothes: Any clothing item including belt, gloves, hat, jewelry, shoes, socks 
Cup holder 
Decorations: Anything to enhance the appearance of your nightstand, such as flowers, 
photo albums, plants, stuffed animal 
Dentures 
Extension table: A table you can extend from the nightstand to place items on, such as a 
computer, meal, or book 
Fan 
Food: Any kind of food, snack or food accessory such as forks and napkins 
Food tray 
Fridge: A refrigerated section for keeping items cold 
Games 
Glasses 
Hook 
Lamp for Reading 
Laptop Computer 
Light for night time navigation/ Night Light 
Lockable unit: Unit that can be locked making it inaccessible to anyone but the owner of 
the nightstand 
Magnifying Glass 
Mail 
Medication: Any medication either prescription based or over the counter such as cough 
syrup 
Mirror 
Money 
Newspaper rack 
Paper: Any paper such as blank paper, drawing pad, index cards or writing paper 
Pens/Pencils 
Pens/Pencils Holder  
Picture frame 
Power outlets 
Radio/Music: Unit that plays music or radio 
Remote control 
Telephone 
Tissue box 
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Toiletries: Any personal hygiene item such as after shave, brush and make up 
Trash can 
TV 
Wallet/Handbag 
Wash cloth/towel 
Water/Beverage 
 
FUNCTIONS 
Ability to move up and down 
Automatic drawers: Drawers that respond to for example voice activation or movement 
to open rather than having to use your hand to open the drawer. 
Clothes storage: A compartment designed specifically to store clothes 
Device to hold book/magazine for reading 
E-mail access 
Event reminders/Calendar 
Food storage 
Grabs/Reach Objects 
Ice Source 
Internet Access  
Lazy Susan Drawers: Drawers that spin around, like a lazy susan, rather than pull open  
Light control: Allows for control of the room lighting as well as any lighting on the 
nightstand 
Medication reminder: A built in system to remind you when to take your medication 
Medication storage 
Rotating base 
Safety button/Call Light: A safety button or call light allowing instant access to either a 
friend or family member or caretaker to provide you with assistance 
Stable Base 
Water storage: Gives you access to water.  
Webcam Communication 
Walking Aid with Handle: Gives the ability to use the nightstand as a walking aid while 
moving around the house. 
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Appendix F 
Script  
Italics – demonstrated and not spoken 
 
Informational Sheet first 
 
My name is ______ and I will be facilitating today’s session, and this is _________ and 
________ who will be taking notes today. 
 
We have asked you to come in today to get your opinions on designs for a “smart” nightstand. 
The idea behind smart furniture is that it is semi-automated furniture that is designed to increase 
the quality of life of both healthy individuals as well as persons with limited mobility, from for 
example an injury or a disability, by assisting them in their daily life.  
 
 
Notes will be taken about your comments today. I want to assure you that what you say is for 
research purposes only. Your name or any other personal information will NOT be attached to 
your comments.  
 
Today we will discuss what kind of features in a ‘smart’ nightstand you would find useful. 
Throughout the study, please consider how you would use the nightstand today, for example in 
your own home, please feel free to ask questions at any time.  
 
Let’s get started, 
As you can see, we have three cardboard prototypes here. I want to point out some key features 
before we start, for example you can see here we have thought of the idea of lazy susan style trays 
instead of regular drawers, also a trash can and Kleenex holder and some sort of a pull out tray. 
 
Next I want to show you how you might use a nightstand, so I will use this one (RED) to demo 
some things for you. 
As I mentioned, the idea is that the nightstand would be semi-automated, so it could potentially 
rotate automatically, so you can reach every corner of the nightstand.  
 
It could also move around on the floor, instead of being this static piece of furniture that a 
nightstand typically is.  
 
It could also move up and down if you needed it to, so to maybe reach the bottom drawer more 
easily or the top drawer. 
 
Now I want to give you some time to play around and interact with the nightstand. Here are some 
items I want you to experiment around with putting items in different drawers or on top, 
depending on how you would like to have it in your own home.  
 
Step 2: Show all three cardboard prototypes and allow for a minimum of 5 minute interaction 
with accessories 
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To get a better idea of what you think of these prototypes I will be asking you a series of 
questions regarding the design and layout of these nightstands. I will also ask you to rate how 
much you like each feature on a scale from 1 to 5. 
 
HAND OUT the like scale 
Go through pre-determined list of items. CIRCLE each answer and rate each on the LIKE scale 
(1-5) 
 
Now that you have had a chance to interact more closely with the nightstand I am going to be 
giving you a survey assessing what kind of features and items you would want integrated into a 
nightstand such as one of these. Let’s move back over to the other table before we begin. 
 
 First I want to give you a list of all the items and functions I will be asking you to rate so you can 
see their definitions and you can let me know if you have any questions.  
 
Step 3: provide list and let them read over it and answer any questions regarding definitions. 
 
Now, we will move on to the surveys, this first survey assess how much you LIKE/NEED items 
and functions on the nightstand. 
• Like - something that you find pleasing, favored, or brings you pleasure from having.  For 
example, I like having a picture of my dog on my nightstand, but I will be able to function in 
my daily life if I do not have it there. 
 
When we mean something you NEED: 
 
• Need - something that you cannot live without, for example you may not like taking your 
medicine but you need it to function in your daily life. 
 
The next survey asks you to rate how much you NEED/LIKE the following items and functions. 
 
Step 4 + 5: Give like/need survey. 
 
Finally, I would like to give you a short questionnaire assessing any major changes in your 
physical functioning since you last came in to participate in the Home lab Assessment, formally 
known as the Continuous Scale Physical Functioning Performance Test, or the PFP. Let me know 
if you have any questions. 
 
Hand out exclusion questionnaire 
 
Thank you for your time, you will now receive your payment.  
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Number of 
patients 
with item
Overall 
range of 
items 
Average 
number of 
items per 
patient       
(st dev)
Bedside 
table
Top of 
nightstand
Nightstand 
drawer 1
Nightstand 
drawer 2
Nightstand 
drawer 3
Next to 
nightstand
Bed pan 8 1 - 1 1.0 (0.0) 3 1 2 2
Beverage 16 1 - 19 4.0 (4.4) 10 7 1 3 3
Book/magazine 23 1 - 15 5.5 (4.0) 8 14 7 8 6 1
Clothing item 24 1 - 12 3.1 (3.1) 1 7 9 8 9
Decoration 17 1 - 9 2.1 (2.3) 12 5 1 1 1
Dental hygiene 13 1 - 5 1.8 (1.5) 2 3 8 3 1
Entertainment 13 1 - 9 2.7 (2.8) 6 5 2 1 1 2
Equipment other 6  1 - 4 1.7 (1.2) 1 3 2 1
Eyeglasses 6 1 - 1 1.0 (0.0) 2 1 3
Food accessory 24 1 - 46 8.5 (11.9) 17 16 8 4 1
Food/snack 19  1 - 25 4.5 (5.6) 9 9 8 5 4
Free standing medical device 20 1 - 2 1.2 (0.4) 21
Linen 12 1 - 6 2.9 (1.4) 2 2 3 2 8 1
Lotion 21 1 - 12 3.4 (2.8) 5 9 15 7 2
Medical item 18 1 - 4 1.9 (1.1) 5 10 2 5 3
Miscellaneous 12 1 - 19 4.8 (5.1) 6 8 3 1
Oxygen machine 10 1 - 1 1.0 (0.0) 6 1 3
Paper 14 1 - 4 1.6 (1.1) 2 3 10 3 2
Personal hygiene 29 1 - 16 4.8 (4.2) 5 6 19 10 2
Telephone 24 1 - 2 1.0 (0.2) 3 20 1
Tissue box 21 1 - 7 1.9 (1.5) 10 10 7 3 1
Trash can 28 1 - 1 1.0 (0.0) 28
Wallet/handbag 7 1 - 1 1.0 (0.0) 2 3 1 1
Water jug 22 1 - 1 1.0 (0.0) 19 3
Writing utensil 12  1 - 3 1.6 (0.7) 4 3 6 1 1
Number of patients with item                                                                           
(person can be counted for more than one location)
Appendix G 
 
Tables 
 
Table 1 
 
Description of the number of patient’s items on the nightstand and bedside table 
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Table 2 
 
List of items and functions for survey 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ITEMS ITEMS CONT. FUNCTIONS 
Bedpan Magnifying Glass Ability to move up and down 
Books/Magazines Mail Automatic drawers 
Cell Phone Medication Clothes storage 
Clock Mirror 
Device to hold book/magazine for 
reading 
Clothes Money E-mail access 
Cup holder Newspaper rack Event reminders/Calendar 
Decorations Paper Extendable table 
Dentures Pens/Pencils Food storage 
Extension table Pens/Pencils Holder  Grabs/Reach Objects 
Fan Picture frame Ice Source 
Food Power outlets Internet Access  
Food tray Radio/Music Lazy Susan Drawers 
Fridge Remote control Light control 
Flashligt Telephone Medication reminder 
Games Tissue box Medication storage 
Glasses Toiletries Rotating base 
Hook Trash can Safety button/Call Light 
Lamp for Reading TV Stable Base 
Laptop Computer Wallet/Handbag Water storage 
Light for night time 
navigation/ Night Light Wash cloth/towel Webcam Communication 
Lockable unit Water/Beverage Walking Aid with Handle 
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Table 3 
 
Overall Scores for all Like Items and Functions. Standard deviations in parentheses and 
any additional items or functions are written in at the bottom of each section 
1.4(0.8) 1. Bedpan 4.3(1.0) 15. Glasses 3.3(1.3) 29. Pens/Pencil holder
4.1(1.0) 2. Books/Magazines 2.5(1.2) 16. Hook 2.5(1.0) 30. Picture frame
3.8(1.2) 3. Cell Phone 4.5(1.0) 17. Lamp for reading 3.7(1.3) 31. Power outlets
4.5(0.9) 4. Clock 2.8(1.5) 18. Laptop computer 3.8(1.1) 32. Radio/Music/mp3
2.0(1.2) 5. Clothes 2.6(1.1) 19. Lockable unit 2.2(1.4) 33. Refridgerator 
3.1(1.5) 6. Cup holder 2.9(1.3) 20. Magnifying glass 4.1(1.3) 34. Remote control
2.5(1.1) 7. Decorations 2.7(1.5) 21. Mail 4.4(1.0) 35. Telephone
1.8(1.2) 8. Dentures 3.4(1.6) 22. Medication 4.1(0.9) 36. Tissue box
3.6(1.5) 9. Extension table 2.7(1.3) 23. Mirror 3.0(1.4) 37. Toiletries
2.3(1.2) 10. Fan 2.4(1.4) 24. Money 3.5(1.5) 38. Trash can
2.7(1.3) 11. Food 3.0(1.4) 25. Newspaper rack 2.9(1.6) 39. Television
2.8(1.6) 12. Food tray 3.5(1.3) 26. Paper 2.4(1.2) 40. Wallet/Handbag
2.2(1.2) 13. Games 3.6(1.2) 27. Pens/Pencils 3.8(1.2) 41. Water/Beverage
4.1(0.8) 14. Flashlight 4.1(0.9) 28. Light for night time 2.7(1.2) 42. Wash cloth /
       navigation/Night light
       Towel
Other i tems  you would like on your nightstand:
     jewelry holder
3.0(1.3) 1. Automatic drawers 3.0(1.5) 8. Internet Access 3.4(1.5) 15. Rotating Base
2.2(1.3)
2. Clothes storage 3.1(1.5) 9. Lazy Susan Trays 3.3(1.5) 16. Move Up and Down
3.0(1.6)
3. E-mail access 4.1(1.1) 10. Light Control 3.8(1.3) 17. Stable Base 
2.3(1.3)
4. Food storage 3.0(1.5) 11. Medicine Reminder 2.4(1.4) 18. Water Source
2.3(1.3)
5. Ice source 3.2(1.6) 12. Medicine Storage 3.6(1.3) 19. Extendable table
3.2(1.4)
6. Grab / Reach 3.3(1.5) 13. Safety button / 2.5(1.1) 20. Walking aid with 
       objects        Call light
       handle
3.0(1.5)
7. Event Reminder/ 3.4(1.4) 14.Device to hold book/ 2.3(1.1) 21.Webcam 
       Calendar        magazine for reading        communication
Other functions  you would like on your nightstand:
     cover for lazy susan, remote control for lighting
                                         1                         2                     3                  4                       5 
         Strongly dislike         Dislike          Neutral          Like         Strongly like
Items:
Functions:
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Table 4 
 
Overall Scores for all Need Items and Functions. Standard deviations in parentheses and 
any additional items or functions are written in at the bottom of each section 
 
 
1.3(0.9) 1. Bedpan 3.8(1.4) 15. Glasses 2.6(1.5) 29. Pens/Pencil holder
3.5(1.4) 2. Books/Magazines 1.8(1.2) 16. Hook 1.6(0.9) 30. Picture frame
3.0(1.4) 3. Cell Phone 3.9(1.3) 17. Lamp for reading 3.1(1.4) 31. Power outlets
4.3(1.2) 4. Clock 2.0(1.3) 18. Laptop computer 3.1(1.5) 32. Radio/Music/mp3
1.9(1.3) 5. Clothes 1.7(1.0) 19. Lockable unit 1.5(1.0) 33. Refridgerator 
2.7(1.5) 6. Cup holder 2.1(1.0) 20. Magnifying glass 3.6(1.5) 34. Remote control
1.7(0.9) 7. Decorations 2.3(1.4) 21. Mail 4.0(1.2) 35. Telephone
1.4(1.1) 8. Dentures 2.8(1.6) 22. Medication 3.5(1.2) 36. Tissue box
2.8(1.5) 9. Extension table 2.1(1.1) 23. Mirror 2.5(1.5) 37. Toiletries
1.6(1.0) 10. Fan 1.8(1.2) 24. Money 3.2(1.6) 38. Trash can
2.3(1.5) 11. Food 2.5(1.4) 25. Newspaper rack 2.5(1.6) 39. Television
2.2(1.4) 12. Food tray 2.8(1.4) 26. Paper 2.1(1.3) 40. Wallet/Handbag
1.6(1.0) 13. Games 3.1(1.3) 27. Pens/Pencils 3.3(1.5) 41. Water/Beverage
3.1(1.1) 14. Flashlight 3.1(1.6) 28. Light for night time 2.5(1.5) 42. Wash cloth /
       navigation/Night light        Towel
Other i tems  you would need on your nightstand:
     jewelry holder
2.0(1.3) 1. Automatic drawers 2.0(1.5) 8. Internet Access 2.6(1.5) 15. Rotating Base
1.5(1.0) 2. Clothes storage 2.3(1.4) 9. Lazy Susan Trays 2.6(1.5) 16. Move Up and Down
2.0(1.5) 3. E-mail access 3.2(1.4) 10. Light Control 3.4(1.5) 17. Stable Base 
1.8(1.3) 4. Food storage 2.4(1.5) 11. Medicine Reminder 2.2(1.4) 18. Water Source
1.6(1.0) 5. Ice source 2.7(1.7) 12. Medicine Storage 2.8(1.4) 19. Extendable table
2.4(1.4) 6. Grab / Reach 2.3(1.7) 13. Safety button / 1.7(1.0) 20. Walking aid with 
       objects        Call light        handle
2.4(1.3) 7. Event Reminder/ 2.4(1.3) 14.Device to hold book/ 1.7(1.0) 21.Webcam 
       Calendar        magazine for reading        communication
Other functions  you would need on your nightstand:
     cover for lazy susan, remote control for lighting
                      1                         2                                    3                                      4                              5 
         Never Need         Rarely Need          Sometimes Need          Often Need          Always Need
Items:
Functions:
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Table 5 
 
High Functioning Ratings for Items (items with significant differences are in bold) 
 
High Functioning 
Items 
Like 
Mean 
Like  
Stdev 
Need  
Mean 
Need 
Stdev 
Sig. P-value 
Bedpan 1.50 0.83 1.50 1.05   
Books/Magazines 3.95 1.05 3.35 1.53   
Cell Phone  3.90 1.21 3.15 1.42 yes 0.00193 
Clock 4.50 1.00 4.40 1.10   
Clothes 1.80 1.20 1.90 1.45   
Cup holder 2.75 1.55 2.65 1.66   
Decorations 2.45 1.23 1.75 0.85   
Dentures 1.60 0.88 1.35 1.09   
Extension table 3.35 1.69 2.45 1.50   
Fan 2.00 1.38 1.45 0.83   
Food 2.75 1.48 2.25 1.68   
Food tray 2.65 1.69 2.15 1.66   
Games 2.00 1.26 1.60 1.05   
Flashlight 4.05 0.83 3.10 1.17 yes 0.00006 
Glasses 4.35 1.09 3.80 1.47   
Hook 2.20 1.24 1.45 0.76   
Lamp for reading 4.45 1.00 3.85 1.31 yes 0.00202 
Laptop computer 2.55 1.57 1.90 1.33   
Lockable unit 2.35 1.23 1.60 1.05 yes 0.00021 
Magnifying glass 2.35 1.23 1.90 1.07   
Mail 2.30 1.53 2.20 1.54   
Medication 3.35 1.73 2.70 1.84   
Mirror 2.45 1.43 1.95 1.15   
Money 2.25 1.48 1.75 1.25   
Newspaper rack 2.80 1.51 2.20 1.40   
Paper 3.35 1.42 2.75 1.41   
Pens/Pencils 3.50 1.32 3.15 1.27   
Light for night time 
navigation/night light 
4.05 0.94 3.15 1.63   
Pens/Pencil holder 3.20 1.40 2.50 1.50   
Picture frame 2.15 0.93 1.45 0.69 yes 0.00236 
Power outlets 3.55 1.39 3.00 1.59   
Radio/Music/mp3 3.90 1.17 3.15 1.50 yes 0.00044 
Refridgerator 2.15 1.66 1.65 1.23   
Remote control 3.90 1.45 3.40 1.70   
Telephone 4.45 1.00 4.15 1.09   
Tissue box 3.95 0.89 3.45 1.10   
Toiletries 2.75 1.37 2.25 1.37   
Trash can 3.25 1.62 3.15 1.60   
Television 3.00 1.72 2.40 1.70   
Wallet/Handbag 2.25 1.33 1.85 1.18   
Water/Beverage 3.70 1.34 3.20 1.51   
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Table 6 
 
High Functioning Rating for Functions (functions with significant differences are in 
bold) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
High Functioning 
Functions 
Like 
Mean 
Like 
Stdev 
Need 
Mean 
Need 
Stdev 
Sig. P-
Value 
Automatic drawers 3.00 1.30 2.00 1.26 yes 0.00040 
Clothes storage 2.10 1.41 1.55 1.10   
E-mail access 2.85 1.69 1.85 1.27 yes 0.00105 
Food storage 2.45 1.50 2.00 1.52   
Ice source 2.40 1.43 1.75 1.12 yes 0.00101 
Grab / Reach objects 3.05 1.57 2.45 1.57 yes 0.00105 
Event Reminder/ Calendar 2.65 1.63 2.30 1.42   
Internet Access 2.85 1.57 1.80 1.28 yes 0.00044 
Lazy Susan Trays 3.10 1.62 2.40 1.54 yes 0.00463 
Light Control 4.15 0.81 3.10 1.37 yes 0.00013 
Medicine Reminder 2.85 1.57 2.47 1.54   
Medicine Storage 3.15 1.81 2.85 1.90   
Safety button / Call light 3.05 1.64 2.50 1.79   
Device to hold book/ Magazine for 
Reading 
3.15 1.46 2.20 1.24 yes 0.00075 
Rotating Base 3.25 1.65 2.65 1.79   
Move Up and Down 3.25 1.65 2.65 1.73   
Stable Base 4.00 1.26 3.75 1.55   
Water Source 2.45 1.57 2.58 1.54   
Extendable table 3.50 1.50 2.75 1.55   
Walking aid with handle 2.30 1.22 1.65 1.04 yes 0.00101 
Webcam communication 2.10 1.02 1.60 1.10   
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Table 7 
 
Rankings for Like and Need on Items for Higher Functioning Older Adults 
 
 
 
High Functioning 
 Items 
Like  
Rank 
  Need  Rank  
Clock 1  Clock 1 
Lamp for reading 2  Telephone 2 
Telephone   Lamp for reading 3 
Glasses 3  Glasses 4 
Flashlight 4  Tissue box 5 
Light for night time navigation/night 
light 
  Remote control 6 
Books/Magazines 5  Books/Magazines 7 
Tissue box   Water/Beverage 8 
Cell Phone  6  Cell Phone  9 
Radio/Music/mp3   Pens/Pencils  
Remote control   Light for night time navigation/night 
light 
 
Water/Beverage 7  Radio/Music/mp3  
Power outlets 8  Trash can  
Pens/Pencils 9  Flashlight 10 
Extension table 10  Power outlets 11 
Medication   Paper 12 
Paper   Medication 13 
Trash can 11  Cup holder 14 
Pens/Pencil holder 12  Pens/Pencil holder 15 
Television 13  Extension table 16 
Newspaper rack 14  Television 17 
Cup holder 15  Wash cloth / towel  
Food   Food 18 
Toiletries   Toiletries  
Food tray 16  Mail 19 
Laptop computer 17  Newspaper rack  
Decorations 18  Food tray 20 
Mirror   Mirror 21 
Wash cloth / towel   Clothes 22 
Lockable unit 19  Laptop computer  
Magnifying glass   Magnifying glass  
Mail 20  Wallet/Handbag 23 
Money 21  Decorations 24 
Wallet/Handbag   Money  
Hook 22  Refrigerator 25 
Picture frame 23  Games 26 
Refrigerator   Lockable unit  
Fan 24  Bedpan 27 
Games   Fan 28 
Clothes 25  Hook  
Dentures 26  Picture frame  
Bedpan 27  Dentures 29 
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Table 8 
 
Rankings for Like and Need on Functions for Higher Functioning Older Adults 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
High Functioning  
Functions 
Like 
Rank 
  Need 
Rank 
Light Control 1  Stable Base 1 
Stable Base 2  Light Control 2 
Extendable table 3  Medicine Storage 3 
Rotating Base 4  Extendable table 4 
Move Up and Down   Rotating Base 5 
Medicine Storage 5  Move Up and Down  
Device to hold book/ Magazine for 
Reading 
  Water Source 6 
Lazy Susan Trays 6  Safety button / Call light 7 
Grab / Reach objects 7  Medicine Reminder 8 
Safety button / Call light   Grab / Reach objects 9 
Automatic drawers 8  Lazy Susan Trays 10 
E-mail access 9  Event Reminder/ Calendar 11 
Internet Access   Device to hold book/ Magazine for 
Reading 
12 
Medicine Reminder   Automatic drawers 13 
Event Reminder/ Calendar 10  Food storage  
Food storage 11  E-mail access 14 
Water Source   Internet Access 15 
Ice source 12  Ice source 16 
Walking aid with handle 13  Walking aid with handle 17 
Clothes storage 14  Webcam communication 18 
Webcam communication   Clothes storage 19 
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Table 9 
 
Like and Need Ratings for Items for Lower Functioning Older Adults (items with 
significant differences are in bold) 
 
 
 
 
Low Functioning 
Items 
Like 
Mean 
Like 
Stdev 
Need 
Mean 
Need 
Stdev 
Sig. P-value 
Bedpan 1.33 0.65 1.08 0.29   
Books/Magazines 4.25 1.06 3.75 1.22   
Cell Phone 3.58 1.31 2.67 1.37   
Clock 4.42 0.90 4.08 1.31   
Clothes 2.25 1.22 2.00 1.21   
Cup holder 3.58 1.16 2.83 1.19   
Decorations 2.58 0.90 1.67 1.07   
Dentures 2.17 1.64 1.50 1.24   
Extension table 4.00 1.04 3.33 1.44   
Fan 2.67 0.89 1.92 1.16   
Food 2.58 1.00 2.25 1.22   
Food tray 3.00 1.35 2.17 1.03   
Games 2.42 1.16 1.58 1.00   
Flashlight 4.25 0.87 3.08 1.08 yes 0.00026 
Glasses 4.33 0.98 3.92 1.44   
Hook 3.00 0.95 2.50 1.51   
Lamp for reading 4.58 0.90 4.00 1.35   
Laptop computer 3.17 1.34 2.08 1.38 yes 0.00156 
Lockable unit 3.00 0.85 1.75 1.06 yes 0.00046 
Magnifying glass 3.83 0.94 2.50 0.90 yes 0.00033 
Mail 3.25 1.36 2.50 1.31   
Medication 3.50 1.31 3.00 1.28   
Mirror 3.17 0.83 2.25 1.06   
Money 2.75 1.22 1.83 1.11   
Newspaper rack 3.33 1.30 3.00 1.21   
Paper 3.83 0.94 3.00 1.41   
Pens/Pencils 3.83 0.94 3.08 1.44   
Light for night time 
navigation/night light 
4.08 1.00 3.08 1.62   
Pens/Pencil holder 3.58 1.00 2.83 1.53   
Picture frame 3.08 1.00 1.83 1.19 yes 0.00046 
Power outlets 4.00 1.04 3.25 1.22   
Radio/Music/mp3 3.75 0.87 3.08 1.44   
Refridgerator 2.33 0.89 1.33 0.65   
Remote control 4.33 0.98 3.83 1.19   
Telephone 4.33 0.98 3.75 1.48   
Tissue box 4.25 0.97 3.67 1.37   
Toiletries 3.50 1.38 2.92 1.62   
Trash can 3.92 1.24 3.25 1.60 yes 0.00229 
Television 2.75 1.29 2.67 1.61   
Wallet/Handbag 2.58 1.08 2.42 1.44   
Water/Beverage 4.08 1.00 3.42 1.56   
Wash cloth / towel 3.17 0.72 2.58 1.44   
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Table 10 
 
Like and Need Ratings for Functions for Lower Functioning Older Adults (functions with 
significant differences are in bold) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Low Functioning 
Functions 
Like 
Mean 
Like 
Stdev 
Need 
Mean 
Need 
Stdev 
Sig. P-value 
Automatic drawers 3.00 1.48 1.92 1.38 yes 0.00406 
Clothes storage 2.42 1.16 1.42 0.67 yes 0.00094 
E-mail access 3.17 1.34 2.33 1.83   
Food storage 2.08 0.67 1.42 0.67 yes 0.00033 
Ice source 2.08 0.90 1.42 0.67 yes 0.00229 
Grab / Reach objects 3.33 1.23 2.42 1.24 yes 0.00432 
Event Reminder/ Calendar 3.33 1.30 2.58 1.24   
Internet Access 3.08 1.56 2.33 1.78   
Lazy Susan Trays 3.17 1.40 2.17 1.03 yes 0.00094 
Light Control 4.00 1.41 3.42 1.44   
Medicine Reminder 3.25 1.29 2.25 1.36   
Medicine Storage 3.33 1.37 2.42 1.51   
Safety button / Call light 3.75 1.22 2.00 1.54 yes 0.00021 
Device to hold book/ Magazine for 
Reading 
3.75 1.14 2.83 1.47   
Rotating Base 3.67 1.07 2.50 0.90 yes 0.00304 
Move Up and Down 3.50 0.90 2.58 1.16   
Stable Base 3.33 1.37 2.75 1.36   
Water Source 2.42 1.24 1.50 0.80   
Extendable table 3.83 1.03 3.00 1.21   
Walking aid with handle 2.92 0.67 1.75 0.87 yes 0.00001 
Webcam communication 2.58 1.08 1.75 0.97 yes 0.00268 
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Table 11 
 
Rankings for Like and Need Items for Lower Functioning Older Adults 
 
 
 
Low Functioning 
Items 
Like 
Rank 
  Need Rank 
Lamp for reading 1 
 
Clock 1 
Clock 2 
 
Lamp for reading 2 
Glasses 3 
 
Glasses 3 
Remote control  
 
Remote control 4 
Telephone 3 
 
Books/Magazines 5 
Books/Magazines 4 
 
Telephone  
Flashlight  
 
Tissue box 6 
Tissue box  
 
Water/Beverage 7 
Light for night time 
navigation/night light 
5 
 
Extension table 8 
Water/Beverage  
 
Power outlets 9 
Extension table 6  Trash can  
Power outlets   Flashlight 10 
Trash can 7  Pens/Pencils  
Magnifying glass 8  Light for night time 
navigation/night light 
 
Paper   Radio/Music/mp3  
Pens/Pencils   Medication 11 
Radio/Music/mp3 9  Newspaper rack  
Cell Phone 10  Paper  
Cup holder   Toiletries 12 
Pens/Pencil holder   Cup holder 13 
Medication 11  Pens/Pencil holder  
Toiletries   Cell Phone 14 
Newspaper rack 12  Television  
Mail 13  Wash cloth / towel 15 
Laptop computer 14  Hook 16 
Mirror   Magnifying glass  
Wash cloth / towel   Mail  
Picture frame 15  Wallet/Handbag 17 
Food tray 16  Food 18 
Hook   Mirror  
Lockable unit   Food tray 19 
Money 17  Laptop computer 20 
Television   Clothes 21 
Fan 18  Fan 22 
Decorations 19  Money 23 
Food   Picture frame  
Wallet/Handbag   Lockable unit 24 
Games 20  Decorations 25 
Refrigerator 21  Games 26 
Clothes 22  Dentures 27 
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Table 12 
 
Rankings for Like and Need Functions for Lower Functioning Older Adults 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Low Functioning 
Functions 
Like 
Rank 
  Need 
Rank 
Light Control 1  Light Control 1 
Extendable table 2  Extendable table 2 
Safety button / Call light 3  Device to hold book/ Magazine for 
Reading 
3 
Device to hold book/ Magazine for 
Reading 
  Stable Base 4 
Rotating Base 4  Event Reminder/ Calendar 5 
Move Up and Down 5  Move Up and Down  
Grab / Reach objects 6  Rotating Base 6 
Event Reminder/ Calendar   Grab / Reach objects 7 
Medicine Storage   Medicine Storage  
Stable Base   E-mail access 8 
Medicine Reminder 7  Internet Access  
E-mail access 8  Medicine Reminder 9 
Lazy Susan Trays   Lazy Susan Trays 10 
Internet Access 9  Safety button / Call light 11 
Automatic drawers 10  Automatic drawers 12 
Walking aid with handle 11  Walking aid with handle 13 
Webcam communication 12  Webcam communication  
Clothes storage 13  Water Source 14 
Water Source   Clothes storage 15 
Food storage 14  Food storage  
Ice source   Ice source  
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Table 13 
 
Means for Higher Functioning and Lower Functioning Older Adults for the Like Scale 
for Items 
 
 
 
Items High      
Like     
Mean 
High  
Like 
Stdev 
Low    
Like 
Mean 
Low 
Like 
Stdev 
Sig. P-
value 
Bedpan 1.50 0.83 1.33 0.65   
Books/Magazines 3.95 1.05 4.25 1.06   
Cell Phone  3.90 1.21 3.58 1.31   
Clock 4.50 1.00 4.42 0.90   
Clothes 1.80 1.20 2.25 1.22   
Cup holder 2.75 1.55 3.58 1.16   
Decorations 2.45 1.23 2.58 0.90   
Dentures 1.60 0.88 2.17 1.64   
Extension table 3.35 1.69 4.00 1.04   
Fan 2.00 1.38 2.67 0.89   
Food 2.75 1.48 2.58 1.00   
Food tray 2.65 1.69 3.00 1.35   
Games 2.00 1.26 2.42 1.16   
Flashlight 4.05 0.83 4.25 0.87   
Glasses 4.35 1.09 4.33 0.98   
Hook 2.20 1.24 3.00 0.95   
Lamp for reading 4.45 1.00 4.58 0.90   
Laptop computer 2.55 1.57 3.17 1.34   
Lockable unit 2.35 1.23 3.00 0.85   
Magnifying glass 2.35 1.23 3.83 0.94   
Mail 2.30 1.53 3.25 1.36   
Medication 3.35 1.73 3.50 1.31   
Mirror 2.45 1.43 3.17 0.83   
Money 2.25 1.48 2.75 1.22   
Newspaper rack 2.80 1.51 3.33 1.30   
Paper 3.35 1.42 3.83 0.94   
Pens/Pencils 3.50 1.32 3.83 0.94   
Light for night time navigation/night 
light 
4.05 0.94 4.08 1.00   
Pens/Pencil holder 3.20 1.40 3.58 1.00   
Picture frame 2.15 0.93 3.08 1.00   
Power outlets 3.55 1.39 4.00 1.04   
Radio/Music/mp3 3.90 1.17 3.75 0.87   
Refridgerator 2.15 1.66 2.33 0.89   
Remote control 3.90 1.45 4.33 0.98   
Telephone 4.45 1.00 4.33 0.98   
Tissue box 3.95 0.89 4.25 0.97   
Toiletries 2.75 1.37 3.50 1.38   
Trash can 3.25 1.62 3.92 1.24   
Television 3.00 1.72 2.75 1.29   
Wallet/Handbag 2.25 1.33 2.58 1.08   
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Table 14 
 
Means for Higher Functioning and Lower Functioning Older Adults for the Need Scale 
for Items 
 
 
 
Items High      
Need     
Mean 
High 
Need 
Stdev 
Low        
Need     
Mean 
Low   
Need 
Stdev 
Sig. P-
value 
Bedpan 1.50 1.05 1.08 0.29   
Books/Magazines 3.35 1.53 3.75 1.22   
Cell Phone  3.15 1.42 2.67 1.37   
Clock 4.40 1.10 4.08 1.31   
Clothes 1.90 1.45 2.00 1.21   
Cup holder 2.65 1.66 2.83 1.19   
Decorations 1.75 0.85 1.67 1.07   
Dentures 1.35 1.09 1.50 1.24   
Extension table 2.45 1.50 3.33 1.44   
Fan 1.45 0.83 1.92 1.16   
Food 2.25 1.68 2.25 1.22   
Food tray 2.15 1.66 2.17 1.03   
Games 1.60 1.05 1.58 1.00   
Flashlight 3.10 1.17 3.08 1.08   
Glasses 3.80 1.47 3.92 1.44   
Hook 1.45 0.76 2.50 1.51   
Lamp for reading 3.85 1.31 4.00 1.35   
Laptop computer 1.90 1.33 2.08 1.38   
Lockable unit 1.60 1.05 1.75 1.06   
Magnifying glass 1.90 1.07 2.50 0.90   
Mail 2.20 1.54 2.50 1.31   
Medication 2.70 1.84 3.00 1.28   
Mirror 1.95 1.15 2.25 1.06   
Money 1.75 1.25 1.83 1.11   
Newspaper rack 2.20 1.40 3.00 1.21   
Paper 2.75 1.41 3.00 1.41   
Pens/Pencils 3.15 1.27 3.08 1.44   
Light for night time 
navigation/night light 
3.15 1.63 3.08 1.62   
Pens/Pencil holder 2.50 1.50 2.83 1.53   
Picture frame 1.45 0.69 1.83 1.19   
Power outlets 3.00 1.59 3.25 1.22   
Radio/Music/mp3 3.15 1.50 3.08 1.44   
Refrigerator 1.65 1.23 1.33 0.65   
Remote control 3.40 1.70 3.83 1.19   
Telephone 4.15 1.09 3.75 1.48   
Tissue box 3.45 1.10 3.67 1.37   
Toiletries 2.25 1.37 2.92 1.62   
Trash can 3.15 1.60 3.25 1.60   
Television 2.40 1.70 2.67 1.61   
Wallet/Handbag 1.85 1.18 2.42 1.44   
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Table 15 
 
Means for Higher and Lower Functioning Older Adults for the Like Scale for Functions 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Functions High       
Like      
Mean 
High 
Like 
Stdev 
Low        
Like      
Mean 
Low                       
Like                     
Stdev 
Sig. P-
Value 
Automatic drawers 3.00 1.30 3.00 1.48   
Clothes storage 2.10 1.41 2.42 1.16   
E-mail access 2.85 1.69 3.17 1.34   
Food storage 2.45 1.50 2.08 0.67   
Ice source 2.40 1.43 2.08 0.90   
Grab / Reach objects 3.05 1.57 3.33 1.23   
Event Reminder/ Calendar 2.65 1.63 3.33 1.30   
Internet Access 2.85 1.57 3.08 1.56   
Lazy Susan Trays 3.10 1.62 3.17 1.40   
Light Control 4.15 0.81 4.00 1.41   
Medicine Reminder 2.85 1.57 3.25 1.29   
Medicine Storage 3.15 1.81 3.33 1.37   
Safety button / Call light 3.05 1.64 3.75 1.22   
Device to hold book/ Magazine for 
Reading 
3.15 1.46 3.75 1.14   
Rotating Base 3.25 1.65 3.67 1.07   
Move Up and Down 3.25 1.65 3.50 0.90   
Stable Base 4.00 1.26 3.33 1.37   
Water Source 2.45 1.57 2.42 1.24   
Extendable table 3.50 1.50 3.83 1.03   
Walking aid with handle 2.30 1.22 2.92 0.67   
Webcam communication 2.10 1.02 2.58 1.08   
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Table 16 
 
Means for Higher and Lower Functioning Older Adults for the Need Scale for Functions 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Functions High  
Need 
Mean 
High  
Need 
Stdev 
Low  
Need 
mean 
Low  
Need 
Stdev 
Sig. P-
Value 
Automatic drawers 2.00 1.26 1.92 1.38   
Clothes storage 1.55 1.10 1.42 0.67   
E-mail access 1.85 1.27 2.33 1.83   
Food storage 2.00 1.52 1.42 0.67   
Ice source 1.75 1.12 1.42 0.67   
Grab / Reach objects 2.45 1.57 2.42 1.24   
Event Reminder/ Calendar 2.30 1.42 2.58 1.24   
Internet Access 1.80 1.28 2.33 1.78   
Lazy Susan Trays 2.40 1.54 2.17 1.03   
Light Control 3.10 1.37 3.42 1.44   
Medicine Reminder 2.47 1.54 2.25 1.36   
Medicine Storage 2.85 1.90 2.42 1.51   
Safety button / Call light 2.50 1.79 2.00 1.54   
Device to hold book/ Magazine for 
Reading 
2.20 1.24 2.83 1.47   
Rotating Base 2.65 1.79 2.50 0.90   
Move Up and Down 2.65 1.73 2.58 1.16   
Stable Base 3.75 1.55 2.75 1.36   
Water Source 2.58 1.54 1.50 0.80   
Extendable table 2.75 1.55 3.00 1.21   
Walking aid with handle 1.65 1.04 1.75 0.87   
Webcam communication 1.60 1.10 1.75 0.97   
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Table 17 
 
Mean Scores for Items on the Like Scale (items in bold were rated significantly higher on 
the like scale than on the need scale) 
 
 
Like Items Mean StDev 
Lamp for reading 4.50 0.95 
Clock 4.47 0.95 
Telephone 4.41 0.98 
Glasses 4.34 1.04 
Flashlight 4.13 0.83 
Books/Magazines 4.06 1.05 
Light for night time 
navigation/night light 
4.06 0.95 
Remote control 4.06 1.29 
Tissue box 4.06 0.91 
Radio/Music/mp3 3.84 1.05 
Water/Beverage 3.84 1.22 
Cell Phone  3.78 1.24 
Power outlets 3.72 1.28 
Pens/Pencils 3.63 1.18 
Extension table 3.59 1.50 
Paper 3.53 1.27 
Trash can 3.50 1.50 
Medication 3.41 1.56 
Pens/Pencil holder 3.34 1.26 
Cup holder 3.06 1.46 
Toiletries 3.03 1.40 
Newspaper rack 3.00 1.44 
Magnifying glass 2.91 1.33 
Television 2.91 1.55 
Food tray 2.78 1.56 
Laptop computer 2.78 1.50 
Mirror 2.72 1.28 
Wash cloth / towel 2.72 1.17 
Food 2.69 1.31 
Mail 2.66 1.52 
Lockable unit 2.59 1.13 
Decorations 2.50 1.11 
Hook 2.50 1.19 
Picture frame 2.50 1.05 
Money 2.44 1.39 
Wallet/Handbag 2.38 1.24 
Fan 2.25 1.24 
Refrigerator 2.22 1.41 
Games 2.16 1.22 
Clothes 1.97 1.20 
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Table 18  
 
Mean Scores for Items on the Need Scale 
 
 
Need Items Mean StDev 
Clock 4.28 1.17 
Telephone 4.00 1.24 
Lamp for reading 3.91 1.30 
Glasses 3.84 1.44 
Remote control 3.56 1.52 
Tissue box 3.53 1.19 
Books/Magazines 3.50 1.41 
Water/Beverage 3.28 1.51 
Trash can 3.19 1.57 
Pens/Pencils 3.13 1.31 
Light for night time 
navigation/night light 
3.13 1.60 
Radio/Music/mp3 3.13 1.45 
Flashlight 3.09 1.12 
Power outlets 3.09 1.44 
Cell Phone  2.97 1.40 
Paper 2.84 1.39 
Medication 2.81 1.64 
Extension table 2.78 1.52 
Cup holder 2.72 1.49 
Pens/Pencil holder 2.63 1.50 
Newspaper rack 2.50 1.37 
Toiletries 2.50 1.48 
Television 2.50 1.65 
Wash cloth / towel 2.47 1.46 
Mail 2.31 1.45 
Food 2.25 1.50 
Food tray 2.16 1.44 
Magnifying glass 2.13 1.04 
Mirror 2.06 1.11 
Wallet/Handbag 2.06 1.29 
Laptop computer 1.97 1.33 
Clothes 1.94 1.34 
Hook 1.84 1.19 
Money 1.78 1.18 
Decorations 1.72 0.92 
Lockable unit 1.66 1.04 
Fan 1.63 0.98 
Games 1.59 1.01 
Picture frame 1.59 0.91 
Refrigerator 1.53 1.05 
Dentures 1.41 1.13 
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Table 19 
 
Mean Scores for Functions on the Like Scale (functions in bold were rated significantly 
higher on the like scale than on the need scale) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Like Functions Mean StDev 
Light Control 4.09 1.06 
Stable Base 3.75 1.32 
Extendable table 3.63 1.34 
Rotating Base 3.41 1.46 
Device to hold book/ Magazine for 
Reading 
3.38 1.36 
Move Up and Down 3.34 1.41 
Safety button / Call light 3.31 1.51 
Medicine Storage 3.22 1.64 
Grab / Reach objects 3.16 1.44 
Lazy Susan Trays 3.13 1.52 
Automatic drawers 3.00 1.34 
Medicine Reminder 3.00 1.46 
E-mail access 2.97 1.56 
Internet Access 2.94 1.54 
Event Reminder/ Calendar 2.91 1.53 
Walking aid with handle 2.53 1.08 
Water Source 2.44 1.44 
Food storage 2.31 1.26 
Ice source 2.28 1.25 
Webcam communication 2.28 1.05 
Clothes storage 2.22 1.31 
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Table 20 
 
Mean Scores for Functions on the Need Scale  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Need Functions Mean StDev 
Stable Base 3.38 1.54 
Light Control 3.22 1.39 
Extendable table 2.84 1.42 
Medicine Storage 2.69 1.75 
Move Up and Down 2.63 1.52 
Rotating Base 2.59 1.50 
Grab / Reach objects 2.44 1.44 
Device to hold book/ Magazine for 
Reading 
2.44 1.34 
Event Reminder/ Calendar 2.41 1.34 
Medicine Reminder 2.39 1.45 
Lazy Susan Trays 2.31 1.35 
Safety button / Call light 2.31 1.69 
Water Source 2.16 1.39 
E-mail access 2.03 1.49 
Internet Access 2.00 1.48 
Automatic drawers 1.97 1.28 
Food storage 1.78 1.29 
Walking aid with handle 1.69 0.97 
Webcam communication 1.66 1.04 
Ice source 1.63 0.98 
Clothes storage 1.50 0.95 
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Table 21 
 
Items and Functions Rated Highly on the Like Scale (items and functions that scored 
significantly higher scores on like scale are bold and items and functions that scored 
above 4.0 are marked with an asterisk) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Like Items Like Functions 
Lamp for reading* Light Control* 
Clock* Stable Base 
Telephone* Extendable table 
Glasses* Rotating Base 
Flashlight* Device to hold book/ 
Magazine for Reading 
Books/Magazines* Move Up and Down 
Light for night time 
navigation/night light* 
Safety button / Call light 
Remote control* Medicine Storage 
Tissue box* Grab / Reach objects 
Radio/Music/mp3 Lazy Susan Trays 
Water/Beverage  
Cell Phone   
Power outlets  
Pens/Pencils  
Extension table  
Paper  
Trash can  
Medication  
Pens/Pencil holder  
Cup holder  
Toiletries  
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Table 22 
 
Items and Functions Rated Highly on the Need Scale (items that scored above 4.0 are 
marked with an asterisk) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Need 
 Items 
Need 
Functions 
Clock*  Stable Base 
Telephone Light 
Control 
Lamp for reading  
Glasses  
Remote control  
Tissue box  
Books/Magazines  
Water/Beverage  
Trash can  
Pens/Pencils  
Light for night time 
navigation/night light 
 
Radio/Music/mp3  
Flashlight  
Power outlets  
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Table 23 
 
Items and Functions Rated Below 2.0 on the Like and Need Scale 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Like Items Like Functions 
Clothes  
Dentures  
Bedpan  
 
 
Need Items Need Functions 
Laptop 
computer 
Automatic drawers 
Clothes Food storage 
Hook Walking aid with 
handle 
Money Webcam 
communication 
Decorations Ice source 
Lockable unit Clothes storage 
Fan  
Games  
Picture frame  
Refridgerator  
Dentures  
Bedpan  
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